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INTRODUCTION
Sergey Nazarov is the Co-founder of Chainlink, the leading decentralized oracle network used by
global enterprises and projects at the forefront of the blockchain space. Chainlink enables smart
contracts on any blockchain to reliably connect to real-world data and currently secures billions in
value for smart contracts across the decentralized finance (DeFi), insurance, and gaming
industries, among others. Working with leading banks, insurance companies, and large technology
firms on the creation of universally connected smart contracts gives Nazarov a unique perspective
on what is required to drive mainstream adoption of blockchain technology.

BACKGROUND
Those who have been listeners of Hidden Forces from the early days know that what originally
drew me into crypto was the vision of decentralization (i.e. a world where we could build application
to operate in a trustless environment without the need for a central counterparty) laid out by people
like Vitalik Buterin, Leemon Baird, and other blockchain/DLT founders. The conversations that most
interested me were those dealing with the scalability trilemma and how best to solve it. As the years
have gone by, it seems increasingly likely that core developers will need to rely on a complex array
of solutions (multi-layer, database partitioning, trusted hardware, batching, etc.) in order to scale
these various DLT’s. The industry, however, has forged ahead, building out not only new
applications to run on top of these networks (e.g. ecosystem of DeFi applications), but also vital
infrastructure that will be needed for the industry as a whole to scale and fulfill the use cases that I
and other early investors in crypto believe are begging to be addressed. This is where Chainlink
comes in.
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WHAT IS CHAINLINK?
Chainlink is not a blockchain, nor is it an alternative to
blockchain databases (i.e. not an “ETH Killer”).
Chainlink is a network of oracles, which are entities
that enable any blockchain to speak with real world
data. Oracles, in practice, consist of a network of
nodes that are all running the Chainlink software.
Unlike a public ledger, which needs to reach networkwide consensus every so-often (even for DLT’s
employing sharding), Chainlink’s network of oracles
operate in parallel without cross-dependencies,
allowing for any off-chain data resource and
computation to be connected to smart contracts. In
this sense, Chainlink is not a monolithic oracle
network, but a generalized framework for constructing
an unbounded number of decentralized oracle
networks.1 This means that when thinking about the
unique set of security challenges or scaling limitations
that face such a network, one cannot rely on the
models developed for conceptualizing blockchain
database architecture, which has a very different set of tradeoffs and limitations.
The central claim made by Chainlink’s founders and core developers is that for blockchain/DLTenabled smart contracts to fully realize over 90% of their potential use cases, they must be
connected to the outside world. However, this presents a problem, in that most of the world’s data
that has already been sourced, organized, aggregated, and stored is controlled by third-parties who
you must necessarily trust and who you hope have not purposefully altered or manipulated the data
in some way that makes it less representative of reality or the truth. Because smart contracts are
deterministic agreements that are designed to self-execute without the need for further arbitration,
having reliable data is even more important than in the analogue world of traditional contracts and
legal agreements.
The crypto market would seem to agree, as Chainlink is now the largest project in Decentralized
Finance (DeFi), most of the large projects in the space, like Aave, or Synthetix, rely entirely on
Chainlink for their data, and last I checked, Chainlink’s oracle powered data feeds secure over $15
billion worth of smart contracts for over 300 different applications across dozens of blockchains.
This is a monster project that has gone largely undetected by non-crypto media outlets, which have
devoted plenty of space to covering Bitcoin and Ethereum.
My goal in this conversation is to bring my listeners up-to-speed on the so-called “oracle problem,”
why it’s important, and how Chainlink is trying to solve it by having built the biggest, off-chain
network of trusted computation that currently exists in the space.
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https://blog.chain.link/how-chainlink-supports-any-off-chain-data-resource-and-computation/
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BACKGROUND
Background — Q: Can you tell me a bit about yourself? Q: Where
did you grow up? (e.g. life story in five-minutes)
Origin of Interests — Q: How did you become interested in
networked computing and distributed ledgers? Q: Is it the
guarantees that these ledgers provide you that most attracts you to
them?
Life Philosophy — Q: What is your philosophy on life, politics, and
economics? Q: How important is your experience as a Russian
immigrant from the collapsing Soviet Union in explaining this
philosophy? Q: Do you see any similarities between the USSR postcollapse and where we are headed in Western countries?

CHAINLINK ARCHITECTURE:
Why the Oracle Problem? — Chainlink attempts to address what
is known as the “oracle problem.” Q: Why have you chosen to focus
on the oracle problem?
What is the Oracle Problem? — Q: What is the Oracle problem? Q: Why does it matter? Q: How
does Chainlink solve for it?
Architecture — Q: Can you please walk me through how this system is architected?
Application-Side — Q: If I’m building a smart contract that needs to interact with the outside world,
how do I go about integrating my application with a Chainlink Oracle?
Running a Node — Q: What is required for me to run an oracle node if I want to? Q: What is the
process by which an oracle network comes about? Q: What are the hardware requirements for
running an oracle node?
Basic Request Model — Q: What is the Basic Request Model? Q: How does it work? Q: What
are some examples of this type of model in use today?
Decentralized Data Model (Flux Monitor) — Q: What is the Decentralized Data Model? Q: How
does it work? Q: What are some examples of this type of model in use today? (previous was
RunLog)
Off-Chain Reporting Model — Q: What is the Off-Chain Reporting Model? Q: How does it work?
Q: How do you arrive at consensus within each oracle network? Q: What are some examples of
this type of model in use today? Q: How robust and secure is the consensus process used at the
oracle network level given that you are relying on a leader?
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Oracle Adoption — Chainlink is now the largest project
in the DeFi industry, securing over $15 billion worth of
value locked into various smart contract applications. Q:
What kind of adoption are you seeing for Chainlink?
DeFi — Q: How would you go about explaining what
DeFi is to our audience and what the opportunity is? Q:
What value does it provide?
DeFi Growth — It’s the fastest growing sector in
blockchain, even moreso than Bitcoin. Q: Why do you
think DeFi is growing so rapidly? Q: Is this growth
sustainable? Q: How does DeFi reach its next maturity
phase? Q: How does it move beyond being the “wild
west” of finance that it's known for?
DeFi’s Dependence on Chainlink — Q: How does
Chainlink “secure” DeFi? Q: How instrumental would
you say Chainlink has been to the rise of DeFi?
Flash Loans — Let’s talk more about security for a
minute: According to several headlines, Chainlink feeds
are being used to protect against a new form of attack
known as flash loans. Q: What are flash loans. Q: How
does Chainlink protect against them? Q: What are the
negative consequences of a DeFi application using an insecure oracle solution? Q: How are user
funds affected?
Dangerous DeFi Interdependencies — Do you think the DeFi industry has gotten ahead of itself
and is not properly accounting for all the interdependencies (like the case with flash loans) and how
one application doing XYZ at one end of the network could affect another at some disparate part?
Off-chain Scaling — Q: What are your plans for using chainlink to help off-load some of the
computation that is currently happening on-chain in order to increase performance without
sacrificing security on the baselayer? Q: How would this work?
DECO — DECO is a piece of technology
acquired from Cornell University that enables
users to prove things about their private TLS
web sessions to smart contracts on public
blockchains, all without compromising the
user’s confidential information. For example,
using DECO-enabled Chainlink oracles,
users will be able to prove to a smart contract
the state of their bank account balance, or
their passport information, or their credit
score etc. Q: What is DECO? Q: How do you
envision it being used? (e.g. digital identity)
Q: What impact will it have on smart contracts
and their analogous use cases? Q: What
could it (and privacy) mean for DeFi? Q:
Would enterprises be more likely to use
public ledgers if they had access to privacy
preserving solutions like this?
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Verifiable Randomness Function — Q: Why is
randomness important? Q: Why can’t blockchains just
generate randomness on-chain? Many NFT and
gaming projects have started using Chainlink VRF. Q:
Can you explain to us why VRF could be useful for
these fields?
Abstraction Layer & WEF — I’ve seen Chainlink
described as a “blockchain abstraction layer” for
legacy tech infrastructure, specifically within the
context of a report you guys put out with the World
Economic Forum at the beginning of the year. Q: Can
you briefly summarize the content of that report and
walk us through what the term means?
Enterprise Opportunities — Q: What problems do
you think CIOs at legacy enterprise companies are
facing as it relates to adopting blockchain? Q: How
does Chainlink help them? Q: What is your thesis as it
relates to oracle adoption? Q: Do you believe
enterprises will choose their middleware solution before they choose which blockchains they want
to support? Q: Why? Q: How close are we to more widespread enterprise adoption of smart
contracts?

INDUSTRY, MARKETS, & ENTREPRENUERSHIP:
Value-Driven vs. Ponzi-Driven — In 2014, you were asked if alternative, more programable
friendly blockchains (most famously Ethereum, but also a host of others)
would have an effect on the demand for Bitcoin, and your answer was very interesting which was
that you felt that the value of cryptocurrency would begin to be measured by the use cases which
it enables. You said: “This is equally true for all coins which is why coins with legitimate features
are able to so rapidly rise in price; they are undervalued against their future capabilities to enable
these applications.” Q: Do you still believe that this is true (i.e. do you still believe that ultimately,
the market is going to value these different projects on the value they create for society?)
Macro-Economy — Bitcoin continues to accrue value almost entirely because our modern central
bank administered monetary systems has a bias towards creating asset-price inflation and because
we are nearing the end of a debt super cycle that will lead to a catastrophic debasement of the
currency. Q: Would you agree with this view? Q: Do you think that we are on the cusp of a regime
change in markets? Q: What will that new regime
look like? Q: Where does crypto fit into that? Q: Do
you believe that institutions will continue to embrace
crypto largely uninterrupted, creating financial
products around the industry in an effort to monetize
the value created by entrepreneurs and builders like
you?
Macro-Politics — I asked you early on if you felt that
there were any similarities between the USSR postcollapse and where we are headed in America and
Western society today. Q: How do you think that
governments will respond to crypto as a category?
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Q: Do you think that crypto threatens, in principle, some
of the value that government provides to (and also,
extracts from) society? Q: What is the threat of
regulation to the space? Q: How will the world reorganize around crypto once we get through the
transition? Q: How long will this transition take (i.e. the
transition to a mature ecosystem of decentralized
database technologies and use cases)?
Master-Slave — You’ve been asked before what you
believe truly separates us from the 1%, and your
answer was very interesting. You responded by saying
“slave morality” vs. “master morality.” Q: What did you
mean by that? Q: What value does money provide in
your mind?
Entrepreneurship — Q: What do you think it takes to
be successful as an entrepreneur? Q: What are some
signs that you look for to determine if a team is going to be successful or not? Q: Are there certain
unique qualities to making that assessment in the crypto space vs. traditional entrepreneurship?
Failure — Q: How do you see failure? Q: What does failure mean to you? Q: How important is it
to not only to fail repeatedly, but to approach failure in a particular way?
Understanding Where You Fit — You’ve said that some founders don’t have a clear
understanding or idea of their companies’ competitive landscapes and where they fit in that
landscape. Q: What do you mean by this? Q: Why do you think that they don’t understand where
they fit? In previously answering a similar set of questions you said that many entrepreneurs “are
mesmerized by the value they want to provide without seeing the reality in which their customer
(i.e. the person who determines their success or failure) exists in.” And that “this is the most heart
breaking, because many smart, intrinsically motivated and honorable people fail because they
refuse to ‘seek the truth’.” Q: What do you mean by this? Q: What role does fear play here?
Hiring — Q: How do you approach hiring? Q: What do you look for in people that you bring onto
your team?
Passion & Joy — Q: What brings you passion and joy?
Heroes — Q: Who are your heroes? Q: Who do you model
yourself after?
Memes — Q: What do you think when you see your faces
superimposed or incorporated into all of these funny and
in some cases beautiful Chainlink memes? Q: Why do
you think Chainlink’s community has been so prolific in
creating these memes? Q: What is the deeper zeitgeist
that you think they capture?
Future — Q: What do you think the future is going to look
like? Q: Where are we going as a species?
Leaders & Vision — Q: Do you think our society and
people today are desperately in search of new leaders and
a new vision of the future and humanity to follow?
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Basic Request Model

ChainlinkClient is a parent contract that enables smart contracts to consume data from oracles.
It's available in the Chainlink smart contract library which can be installed using the latest package
managers.
The client constructs and makes a request to a known Chainlink oracle through the
transferAndCall function, implemented by the LINK token. This request contains encoded
information that is required for the cycle to succeed. In the ChainlinkClient contract, this call is
initiated with a call to sendChainlinkRequestTo.
Oracle contracts are owned by oracle node operators, which run alongside off-chain oracle nodes.
The client contract that initiates this cycle must create a request with: (1) the oracle address; (2)
the job ID, so the oracle know what tasks to perform; (3) the callback function, which the oracle will
send the response to.
Oracle contracts are responsible for handling on-chain requests made through the LINK token, by
implementing onTokenTransfer as a LinkTokenReceiver. Upon execution of this function, the
oracle contract emits an OracleRequest event containing information about the request. This
event is crucial, as it is monitored by the off-chain oracle node which acts upon it.
For fulfillment, the oracle contract has a fulfillOracleRequest function which is used by the
node to fulfill a request once it has the result of the job. This function returns the result to the
ChainlinkClient using the callback function defined in the original request.
The off-chain oracle node is responsible for listening for events emitted by its corresponding onchain smart contract. Once it detects an OracleRequest event, it uses the data emitted to perform
a job.
The most common job type for a Node is to make a GET request to an API, retrieve some data
from it, parse the response, convert the result into blockchain compatible data, then submit it in a
transaction back to the oracle contract, using the fulfillOracleRequest function.
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Decentralized Data Model

Each price feed is updated by multiple, independent Chainlink oracle operators. Aggregation is
handled on-chain by FluxAggregator.
Each price feed is built and funded by the community of users who rely on accurate, up-to-date
price data in their smart contracts. As more users rely on and contribute to a price feed, the quality
of the price feed improves. For this reason, each price feed has its own properties depending on
the needs of its community of users.
Each price feed is updated by a decentralized oracle network. Each oracle operator is rewarded
for publishing price data. The number of oracles contributing to each feed varies. For example, in
the ETH/USD Price Feed, there are 21 oracles.
In order for an update to take place, the price feed contract must receive responses from a minimum
number of oracles. For example, 14 / 21 oracles. Otherwise, the latest answer will not be updated.
Each oracle in the set publishes answers to the latest price of an asset during an aggregation
round. The answers are validated and aggregated by a smart contract, which forms the feed's latest
and trusted answer.
Each aggregation round is triggered based on one or more aggregation parameters. Whichever
condition is met first will trigger a price update.
A new aggregation round starts when a node identifies that the off-chain price deviates, by more
than the deviation threshold, of the on-chain price. Individual nodes monitor one or more data
providers for each feed. A new aggregation round will also start after a specified amount of time
from the last update.
A Consumer contract is any contract that uses Chainlink Price Feeds to consume asset price data.
Consumer contracts simply reference the correct AggregatorV3Interface and call one of the
exposed functions.
Proxy contracts are on-chain proxies that store the most up-to-date Aggregator for a particular price
feed. Using proxies enables the underlying Aggregator to be upgraded without any interruption of
service for consuming contracts.
Aggregators are the contracts that receive periodic price updates from multiple Oracles. They
aggregate and store the current price on-chain so that consumers can obtain the latest price and
act upon it within the same transaction.
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Off-Chain Reporting
Off-Chain Reporting (OCR) is the next Oracle network upgrade replacing the FluxAggregator
model. It represents a significant step towards increasing the decentralization and scalability of
Chainlink networks.
In the FluxAggregator model, every node must submit their price value individually, and once all
responses are received on-chain, the contract aggregates them to confirm the price.
This solution has been highly effective and reliable since its release. However, there are some
drawbacks. Since every single node must submit a transaction per round, each pays gas to do so,
with aggregation occurring on-chain once all nodes have submitted.
With our Off-Chain Reporting aggregators, all nodes communicate using a peer to peer network.
During the communication process, a lightweight consensus algorithm is run, in which every single
node reports its price observation and signs it. A single, aggregate transaction is then transmitted,
saving a significant amount of gas.
The report contained in the aggregate transaction is signed by a quorum of oracles and contains
all oracles' observations. By validating the report on-chain and checking the quorum's signatures
on-chain, we preserve the trustlessness properties that many have come to expect from Chainlink
oracle networks.
What is Off-Chain Reporting (OCR)?
Imagine ordering 10 items from an online store. Each item is packaged separately and posted
separately, meaning postage and packaging costs must be applied to each one, and the carrier
has to transport 10 different boxes. This is how FluxAggregator works.
OCR, on the other hand, packages all of these items into a single box and posts that. This saves
postage and packaging fees and all effort the carrier associates with transporting 9 fewer boxes.
The OCR protocol allows nodes to aggregate their observations into a single report off-chain using
a secure P2P network. A single node then submits a transaction with the aggregated report to the
chain. Each report consists of many nodes' observations and has to be signed by a quorum of
nodes. These signatures are verified on-chain.
Since only one transaction is submitted per round, the following benefits are achieved:
• Overall network congestion from Chainlink oracle networks is reduced dramatically
• Individual node operators spend far less on gas costs
• Node networks are more scalable because price feeds can accommodate more nodes
• Data feeds can be updated in a more timely manner since each round needn't wait for
multiple transactions to be confirmed before a price is confirmed on-chain.
This update is the third generation of Chainlink client that nodes support: the first being RunLog,
the second being Flux Monitor, and the third being OCR. This increased redundancy means that
Nodes have multiple battle-hardened failover protocols.
How does it work?
Protocol execution mostly happens off-chain over a peer to peer network between Chainlink nodes.
The nodes regularly elect a new leader node who drives the rest of the protocol.
The leader regularly requests followers to provide freshly signed observations and aggregates them
into a report. It then sends this report back to the followers and asks them to verify the report's
validity. If a quorum of followers approves the report by sending a signed copy back to the leader,
the leader assembles a final report with the quorum's signatures and broadcasts it to all followers.
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The nodes then attempt to transmit the final report to the smart contract according to a randomized
schedule. Finally, the smart contract verifies that a quorum of nodes signed the report and exposes
the median value to consumers.
All nodes watch the blockchain for the final report to remove any single point of failure during
transmission. If the designated node fails to get their transmission confirmed within a determined
period, a round-robin protocol kicks in, such that other nodes also transmit the final report until one
of them is confirmed.

QUOTES:
A wise man seeks the truth for he knows it will always find him. ― Sergey Nazarov
Really, we're a security company. ― Sergey Nazarov
If you believe, as he does, that blockchain offers the world a better way to organize society, that it
is an infrastructure for helping "people to make their own thoughtful decisions about their life and
their economic self-determination," and you are the kind of person who approaches even the most
humdrum aspects of life with relentless logic, then maybe it isn't that big a surprise that he has
devoted his life to addressing the main obstacle to blockchain ascendance ― the challenge of
connecting on-chain transparency with the murky world of off-chain humanity. — Andrew Leonard
He was the most curious kid I ever taught…Relentlessly questioning. If he didn't understand
anything he would corner you and pummel you until it was clear. And usually the reason it wasn't
clear to him was because there was a fault in the original explanation…I decided pretty much after
the first day that either I was going to love this kid forever or I was literally going to beat the shit out
of him in my class. Fortunately it was the former not the latter. ― Lawrence Lenihan
In the ad business, if you can prove that somebody actually clicked on something you can eliminate
billions in fraud. If you can prove that a market event occurred, you can make a financial product
work more efficiently. In an efficient system those savings always flow down to users. I think one
of the big problems that sometimes happen in our space is that people try to reason about smart
contracts from a consumer front-end point of view. The Internet gave me the PC, and I bought
some books. The mobile phone gave me Uber and I got a car. They are like, with blockchain ―
where is the button? It takes some time to get past this, to realize that there is no new interface,
there is no new consumer experience. It's a back end innovation, and what that means is you have
to understand the back end problems. The important thing is that the solving of these back end
problems does flow back to people, it either flows back to people in better prices, or it flows back
to people in the existence of services they didn't ever have before. ― Sergey Nazarov
Nazarov was drawn to the school of analytical philosophy, which he describes as being focused on
logic, and concepts like "validity, soundness, and cogency," in contrast to the "continental
philosophers" who "studied metaphysics and all these absolutely vague, undefined things.” —
Andrew Leonard
Whatever you make to has to be useful. And you have to understand who is going to use it, how
they are going to use it, why they are going to use it, and how that usage is going to evolve. This
is especially important if you are building infrastructure. You can't just have a general
understanding. You have to really understand what is going on at a deep deep level. ― Sergey
Nazarov
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RESOURCES:
Basics
Chainlink Whitepaper
o Chainlink Blog (multiple topics)
o What is the Blockchain Oracle Problem
o Chainlink, an Overview and Our Focus
Intro Articles
o 2020 Has Been Chainlink’s Year. Here’s Why
o Chainlink's Plans For Blockchain and Beyond in 2021
o

SmartContent/Chainlink Today
o What Is The True Definition Of Chainlink?
o Completing The God Protocols: A Comprehensive Overview of Chainlink in 2021
o Connect To All Blockchain Environments Through A Single Chainlink Integration
o Chainlink: Beyond Price Feeds and Data Delivery
o How Chainlink Generates Definitive Truth About the Off-Chain World: Opening Up MultiTrillion Dollar Markets For Smart Contracts
o Chainlink’s Network Effect Creates More Secure and Lower Cost Oracles for Everyone
o Chainlink: Low-Level Infrastructure for Inter-Oracle Competition
DeFi
o Analyzing the DeFi Ecosystem and The Many Ways Chainlink Can Accelerate Adoption
o DeFi Site & Live Price Reference Data Dashboard (like BTC/USD)
o Data Quality for DeFi Smart Contracts (Blog)
o Aave integration with Chainlink
o Synthetix integration with Chainlink
o The Founders of Synthetix and Chainlink on DeFi, Derivatives and 25 New Decentralized
Price Feeds (Podcast)
o DeFi growth is fuelled by oracles, says Chainlink founder
Intro Videos
o Creating Definitive Truth: Sergey Nazarov Keynote at #SmartCon (Video)
o The Evolution of Smart Contracts and Cryptoeconomic Security (Video)
o The Future of Asset Management Using Smart Contracts & Oracles (Fidelity
presentation)
WEF Report
o Chainlink, World Economic Forum Want to Standardize Crypto Oracles (Decrypt)
o The missing link between blockchains and enterprises (Report summary)
o Bridging the Governance Gap: Interoperability for blockchain and legacy systems (World
Economic Forum co-authored report)
o Harmonizing Systems: Smart Contracts and Interoperability (WEF video)
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ETH Denver Speech and Presentation Slides:

Highly Validated Data
o Price and Market Data — Chainlink price data is now powering billions of dollars’ worth of
smart contracts across some of the largest apps in DeFi, including Aave (largest lending
protocol), Synthetix (largest derivatives platform), Yearn Finance (largest yield aggregator)
and several hundred more. (resource: https://data.chain.link/)
o Proof of Reserves — Chainlink’s "Proof of Reserves" proves to a blockchain the state of
collateral backing a stablecoin. For example, PoR proves to Ethereum that 1 dollar really
backs each TUSD. If a deviation in the collateral ratio occurs, smart contract developers
can use this data to build into their applications kill switches that halt trading and curb risk.
We think PoR will bring in all sorts of new types of collateral into DeFi. Just last week we
announced a Proof of Reserve integration for Paxos (PayPal's custodian), to bring their
gold-backed stablecoin, PAXG, on-chain. Examples: BitGo’s Wrapped Bitcoin (Forbes);
TrustToken’s TUSD (CoinDesk); Paxo’s Gold Stablecoin, PAXG (CoinDesk)
o Insurance Data
Chainlink is bringing onto blockchains new types of insurance data, enabling the
creation of parametric insurance contracts that payout automatically when certain
conditions are met. First place where this is already going to production is Arbol, a
weather risk company servicing 40,000 farmers in the US, Costa Rica, and S.E.
through the use of contracts that payout with Chainlink oracles.
Arbol - weather/crop insurance (CoinDesk) (Gartner)
Etherisc - crops (Blog), flight insurance (Blog)
Nexus Mutual - DeFi insurance (Blog)
Marc Cuban discussing Arbol or Etherisc (farming insurance)
o Other
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Google Cloud
Everipedia/Associated Press
Trust Minimized Computation
o DECO
DECO is a piece of technology acquired from Cornell University that enables users
to prove things about their private TLS web sessions to smart contracts on public
blockchains, all without compromising the user’s confidential information. For
example, using DECO-enabled Chainlink oracles, users will be able to prove to a
smart contract the state of their bank account balance, or their passport information,
or their credit score etc. The Chainlink team thinks it will do for smart contracts what
HTTPS did for private messaging and commerce on the internet. Resources: Forbes
Article on DECO; Sergey Nazarov and Ari Juels: DECO Acquisition and Ari Juels
Chief Scientist for Chainlink Labs; Chainlink Buys Cornell University Tech (Decrypt);
Digital Identity on the Blockchain
o Verifiable Randomness Function (VRF)
Chainlink oracles can provide provable randomness smart contract-based games.
Anything that requires a provably unpredictable outcome can make use of the
network. For example, VRF can be used for provable randomness in the minting
and generation of NFTs, including Dynamic NFTs. Examples: Ether Cards (just
broke all records with $9 million in sales in 24 hours); Axie Infinity (Blog); Pool
Together (CryptoBriefing) (Blog)
o Off-Chain Reporting
Off-chain reporting: Toward a new general purpose secure compute framework by
Chainlink (ZDNet)
Chainlink rolls out OCR system upgrade, reducing gas costs tenfold (Cointelegraph)
Chainlink Promises ’10x Data’ With New ‘Off-Chain Reporting’ Overhaul (CoinDesk)

WHAT IS THE BLOCKCHAIN ORACLE PROBLEM?
The blockchain oracle problem is one of the most important barriers to overcome to enable smart
contracts on networks like Ethereum to achieve mass adoption across a wide variety of markets
and use cases.
As previously discussed in our Blockchain Ed Series, smart contracts running on blockchains offer
immense potential to redefine the way multiple different parties engage in shared contractual
agreements and exchange value. Operating separate from the smart contract economy is the much
larger non-blockchain digital economy, made up of all the Internet connected devices that now
compute online. A byproduct of this digital infrastructure is an ever expanding reservoir of data and
APIs that provide insights into how the world works; e.g. Internet search results showing popular
topics of discussion in society or IoT sensors showcasing common traffic patterns.
Blockchain-based smart contracts and traditional data and API economies have immense potential
to be the future building blocks of data-driven automation, but the question is how do these two
worlds connect? This encompasses the crux of the “oracle problem” and will be the focus of this
article.
The article will be broken down into five key sections that:
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•

Define the oracle problem

•

Outline the job of an oracle

•

Discuss why blockchains like Ethereum don’t offer native oracle solutions

•

Identify the security risks of centralized oracles

•

Introduce Chainlink, the standard for secure and reliable decentralized oracles

The Oracle Problem
The oracle problem revolves around a very simple limitation—blockchains cannot pull in data from
or push data out to any external system as a built-in functionality. As such, blockchains are isolated
networks very akin to a computer with no Internet connection. The isolation of a blockchain is the
precise property that makes it extremely secure and reliable, as the network only needs to form
consensus on a very basic set of true/false questions using data already stored inside of its ledger—
e.g. did the public key holder sign the transaction with their corresponding private key, does the
public address have enough funds to cover the transaction, and is the type of transaction valid
within the particular smart contract? The very narrow focus of blockchain consensus is why smart
contracts are referred to as being deterministic; they execute exactly as written with a much higher
degree of certainty than traditional systems.
However, for smart contracts to realize over 90% of their potential use cases, they must be
connected to the outside world. For example, financial smart contracts need market information to
determine settlements, insurance smart contracts need IoT and web data to make decisions on
policy payouts, trade finance contracts need trade documents and digital signatures to know when
to release payments, and many smart contracts want to settle in fiat currency on a traditional
payment network. None of this information is generated within the blockchain, nor are these
traditional services inherently accessible.
Bridging the connection between the blockchain (on-chain) and the outside world (off-chain)
requires an additional and separate piece of infrastructure known as an ‘oracle’.
What do Blockchain Oracles Do?
A blockchain oracle is secure middleware that facilitates communication between blockchains and
any off-chain system, including data providers, web APIs, enterprise backends, cloud providers,
IoT devices, e-signatures, payment systems, other blockchains, and more. Oracles encompass
several key functions:
•

Listen - monitor the blockchain network to check for any incoming user or smart contract
requests for off-chain data

•

Extract - fetch data from one or multiple external systems such as off-chain APIs hosted on
third party web servers

•

Format - enable two systems to intercommunicate by formatting data retrieved from APIs
into a blockchain readable format (input) and/or making blockchain data compatible with an
external API (output)
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•

Validate - create a cryptographic proof to attest to the performance of the oracle’s services
using any combination of data signing, blockchain transaction signing, TLS signatures,
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) attestations, zero knowledge proof, and more

•

Compute - perform some type of computation on the data, such as calculating a median
from multiple oracle submissions or running more complex tasks like generating an
insurance quote from several types of data (personal risk profile, market rates, cost of capital,
etc.)

•

Broadcast - sign and broadcast a transaction on the blockchain as a means to send data
and its corresponding proof on-chain for the smart contract's use

•

Output (optional) - send data to an external system upon the execution of a smart contract
such as relaying payment instructions to a traditional payment network or affecting a cyberphysical system

To offer the functions above, the oracle system must operate both on and off the blockchain
simultaneously. The on-chain component is for establishing a blockchain connection (to listen for

requests), broadcasting data, sending proofs, extracting blockchain data, and sometimes
performing computation on the blockchain. The off-chain component is for processing requests,
retrieving and formatting external data, sending blockchain data to external systems, and potentially
performing computation in more advanced oracle networks.
A Chainlink oracle powered smart contract for crop insurance that takes in weather data from
multiple sources, uses the aggregated data point to trigger the execution of an insurance contract
on the blockchain, and pays out in any traditional payment method.
Why Blockchains Can’t Solve the Oracle Problem
Blockchains are highly secure and reliable because of a few specific design principles. As
described above, they only need to form decisions on very basic questions using data solely
generated within its own environment that are provably true or false. In addition, they use
decentralization to both redundantly validate the same piece of data by all the nodes in the network
and ensure that one node or a small group of nodes cannot change the rules of the consensus
algorithm (PoW, PoS, etc.) and Sybil attack the network, e.g. gain 51% control of the hash power.
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These properties provide strong guarantees around determinism, especially in a highly
decentralized and Sybil-resistant network.
However, blockchains are not well suited to answer questions that begin to delve into the realm of
subjectivity or require external data that is not accessible to every node in the network. For example,
a simple question like ‘What is the market price of Bitcoin?’ or ‘What is the weather in New York?’
can elicit a wide range of different answers that may vary depending on what data source they use
and when they request data from a source. The question then becomes, what is the correct
answer?
Introducing subjectivity at the base layer of the blockchain opens up Pandora’s box around a whole
host of security, reliability, and governance concerns, which puts at risk the very value proposition
blockchain aims to provide -- unbiased determinism for computing transactions.
One major concern is how to ensure data is high quality when not every node has the same access
to data. Even a basic data request for the price of Bitcoin is very challenging because simply looking
at a website or a single exchange will not be as accurate or reliable as a paid API subscription to a
professional data aggregator with financial incentives to maintain high quality services and decades
of experience filtering data and creating market coverage that accounts for all trading environments.
It’s extremely difficult to manage and enforce quality control for off-chain data submitted by
blockchain nodes since anyone can run a pseudo-anonymous node and they all have an equal
opportunity to submit answers, yet they may not all be willing to buy a subscription to a high-quality
off-chain API nor is it easily enforceable.
Another major concern is scalability. Every time a new data source needs to be added to the
network or an existing data aggregation method must be adjusted, it requires massive social
governance coordination to get every node in the network to agree and upgrade their software.
This governance overhead increases friction, slows development of other core features of the
blockchain (such as PoS and sharding), and limits the speed of oracle innovation. Ultimately, the
more complexity there is at the base layer of the blockchain, the more attack surface and risk to all
applications that run on it. Even applications not using oracles or not involved with confrontational
data requests will get caught in the crossfire and potentially get disrupted if the entire chain comes
to a halt because of an oracle issue.
It’s for these reasons and many more that oracles are not integrated into the base layer of any
major blockchain, but instead operate as separate networks. This ensures that blockchains have a
lower attack surface and retain their determinism by having a singular focus on blockchain
consensus, while oracles have the required flexibility needed to produce determinism from a
complex and subjective off-chain world without creating dependencies and limitations that put at
risk the entire chain.
Centralized Oracles Introduce Major Risks
The entire point of a smart contract is to achieve determinism through technological enforcement
of the contract’s terms as opposed to probabilistic execution carried out by human enforcement.
To achieve this end, the blockchain cannot have any single point of failure, which must be extended
to the oracle to maintain these properties throughout the entire end-to-end lifecycle of the contract.
Why have a multi-million dollar contract function as a smart contract on a fully decentralized
blockchain if a single centralized oracle can control the inputs which determine the contract’s
outcome?
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A centralized oracle is a central point of failure in the smart contract
Whether it’s the development team of the smart contract application running the oracle themselves
or relying on a third party oracle service, both scenarios give excessive power to a single entity to
influence the contract via control of the oracle. While the centralized oracle operator may operate
with the best intentions, they are still subject to all the common centralized problems of today like
downtime, DDOS attacks, hacks, and accidental incompetence, all of which put users’ funds at
major risk.
Even the most noble centralized entities can come under pressure once the value of the contract
scales, opening them up to bribes, intimidation, and regulatory pressure, which ultimately only
require one person involved in the operation of the centralized oracle to go rogue. This model is
not scalable, and doesn’t fit with the idea of decentralized infrastructure being a key driver of secure
and reliable automation.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, oracles need to create the same security and reliability
guarantees of a blockchain, although in a different manner given the many differences in how to
solve the oracle problem compared to achieving blockchain consensus.
Chainlink: The Standard for Secure and Reliable Oracles
In order to bring determinism to the oracle layer, Chainlink has developed a decentralized oracle
network that can provide a multitude of different guarantees that can be used in any combination
to provide customized oracle solutions to any use case.
•

Open-source - being an open-source technology allows the wider blockchain community to
independently verify the security and reliability of Chainlink’s source code and functions, as
well as contribute to its improvement

•

External Adapters - allowing nodes to securely store API keys and manage account logins
enables smart contracts to retrieve data from any external system and API, including those
that are password/credential protected
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•

Decentralization - employing decentralization at the node and data source level ensures no
one node or data source is a single point of failure, providing users strong guarantees that
data will be delivered on time and remain resistant to manipulation

•

Data Signing - having nodes cryptographically sign the data they provide to smart contracts
allows users to identify which nodes sent data and look at their past history to determine
their performance quality

•

Service Agreements - using binding on-chain agreements between the requesting smart
contract and the oracle provider that outline the terms of the oracle service and
penalties/rewards for performance provides users with enforceable guarantees on their offchain data request

•

Reputation Systems - feeding signed on-chain data into reputation systems allows users
to make informed decisions about which nodes are good and which nodes are not based on
a variety of metrics like successful jobs, clients served, average response time, etc.

•

Certification Services - enabling nodes to increase their security and reliability to users by
obtaining any number of certifications can provide certain key guarantees like KYC,
geographic location of the node, security reviews of their infrastructure, and more
Advanced Cryptography and Hardware - providing flexibility for more advanced
cryptography (like zero knowledge proofs) and hardware (such as trusted execution
environments) enables oracles to perform additional functions like prove the origin of data to
a smart contract (e.g. specific data came from a specific server), keep data confidential from
the oracle itself, perform off-chain computation, and more

These are just some of the many features offered by Chainlink that provide users with a whole set
of guarantees to ensure a highly secure and reliable oracle mechanism. In future Education articles,
we will dive deeper into each of them to get a more complete understanding of the Chainlink
Network.
By building out these key features on Chainlink, smart contracts on any blockchain can now access
off-chain data without sacrificing on its core value of determinism, providing a solid foundation from
which to build out the future of data-driven automation.
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CHAINLINK: AN OVERVIEW & OUR FOCUS
Defining the Smart Contract Connectivity Problem
A smart contract is a digital agreement that has been made tamper-proof by being run on a
decentralized node network e.g. Ethereum; creating a more trustworthy, and therefore a superior
form of digital agreement.
The Smart Contract Connectivity Problem, is the inability of a smart contract to interact with any
external data feed, or other resource that is run outside the node network in which the smart contract
itself is executed.
Smart contracts are currently unable to
connect with relevant external events, APIs,
and/or payment methods.
The decentralized nature of smart contracts
that makes them tamper-proof, also removes
their ability to access key contractual
performance data, denying them the use of
any & all web APIs, as well as precluding
them from utilizing important existing outputs
like bank payments. This lack of external
connectivity is inherent to all smart contract networks, due to the method by which consensus is
reached around blockchain transactions, and will therefore be an ongoing problem for all smart
contract networks.
This lack of connectivity with external resources creates a large limitation for what a smart contract
developer can build today. Without key inputs like data feeds to prove performance (IoT for
insurance, market prices for securities, GPS about shipments, etc..), or key outputs (widely accepted
bank payments), it becomes difficult to build smart contracts which have the functionality we’ve
come to expect from a well-made web/mobile application. If we examine the way a successful
application like Uber is built, we see the application’s core code using a combination of key inputs
(GPS data), and critical outputs (SMS & Payments). If we tried to build an application like Uber
without access to these key building blocks, we’d have to build the inputs/outputs ourselves, in
addition to the highly complex application itself. Making all of the building blocks that a good
application relies on to come into existence is the work of multiple companies; providing accurate
GPS data (Google), interfacing with telecoms for SMS (Twilio), and providing usable bank to bank
payments (Stripe), are all critical building blocks which were not built by the companies that rely on
them to make a working application. The ability for smart contract developers to easily access
similarly useful building blocks for their decentralized application, is what we believe would be
needed to enable the creation of increasingly more useful smart contracts.
The Solution is a Secure Blockchain Middleware
Luckily, the many inputs and outputs needed by a smart contract already exist in the form of the
data feeds and APIs used by web/mobile applications. The problem we need to solve, is the ability
for a smart contract to connect with these many external resources in a way that retains the smart
contracts value for end-users; a tamper-proof digital agreement that is trustworthy. There should
now be a secure, decentralized and tamper-proof way to trigger smart contracts with external
events/data, while also sending key payment outputs.
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ChainLink will provide the building blocks needed to build complex & high value smart contracts.
ChainLink seems to provide a secure, decentralized and therefore tamper-proof “blockchain
middleware”, while also being an easy way to access the multiple inputs and outputs needed by a
complex smart contract. By greatly simplifying how smart contracts can securely access key offchain resources, ChainLink accelerates the development of increasingly useful smart contracts.
For details about our approach, please review our white paper, as well as our presentations
from Devcon 3, The SF Ethereum Meetup and SIBOS.
Key Areas of Focus to Enable the ChainLink Network
Building ChainLink’s Improved Reference Implementation in Go
We’re currently focused on building the improved reference implementation of ChainLink, which is
the foundation on which the extensive capabilities described in our white paper will be built. We’ve
decided to write this improved main implementation in Go due to its security, scalability, and the
growing community of developers applying Go to crypto use cases e.g. Ethereum’s popular Geth
client. Our plan is to have an initial simplified implementation of Go ChainLink released in Q1 of
2018, at which point we plan to actively work with the larger open source community on improving
and securing it to the point where it’s ready for active us on mainnet .
We have hired, and are continuing to hire both Go developers, and active detail oriented developers
who want to solve complex problems in the smart contract space, are open to learning a new
language like Go, or know solidity, and are interested in working on ChainLink Core’s open source
code (MIT License). If you are interested in the problem we’re solving, we are actively meeting with
developers familiar with our GitHub, and via our Gitter.
Creating a Large Network of Immediately Useful
ChainLinks
We currently have over 19,000 people that have told
us they’d like to be ChainLink Node Operators; even if
there is a small conversion rate from this large initial
group, we expect that we’ll be able to have a
sufficiently large amount of independent node
operators to provide a fully decentralized oracle
network. We’re glad to say that having a large
ecosystem of active ChainLink Node Operators is
something we seem to be on track to deliver at this
point.
In addition to ChainLink Node Operators that run each
independent node, there are also multiple developers
in our community writing the code that connects a
ChainLink to a specific off-chain resource/API. With a
minimal amount of code any API’s specific requests/responses can become a ChainLink that
securely interfaces with requesting contracts on various networks. We’ve made it easy to write a
ChainLink Adapter in any language, and know that the core/adapter model works well for making
ChainLinks around both web APIs, and enterprise standards like SWIFT payment messages. If
you’re a developer that wants to give smart contracts on leading networks like Ethereum access to
an API you’re familiar with, we’re making it easy for you to provide that access to many contracts at
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once. If you need help building a ChainLink, please email support@smartcontract.com, or chat with
us and the other developers already building ChainLinks on our Gitter.
ChainLink’s Role in the Smart Contract Ecosystem
Enabling Smart Contract Developers to Build Better Applications
We’re currently working with multiple smart contract development teams on their use of ChainLink
as both a way to add external data to their own contracts, and/or for use by contracts generated on
their own platform. We’re excited about working with these great teams, and are thrilled to see them
using ChainLink as a solution to the smart contract connectivity problem. We’re also actively meeting
with, and doing our best to be helpful to the smart contract developers, fintechs, insurtechs and
various other startups making the next generation of exciting new decentralized applications. We’re
also working with larger technical teams applying smart contracts to an existing company’s backend, as well as the teams building smart contracts in private networks. These larger teams
commonly benefit from ChainLink’s ability to help keep key transactional data private using off-chain
computation, connecting their contract to the data feeds they already rely on, enable payments using
their existing payment methods, and allowing their current back office systems to connect with smart
contracts much more easily. We are continuing to work on the best ways to connect large existing
systems and their underlying standards to smart contracts, and are eager to help larger technical
teams connect their existing systems to various contracts using the standards they rely on for key
operations like payment e.g. SWIFT Messages.
As a result of our ongoing work with agile smart contract development teams, payment networks,
banks, and financial institutions, we’re making ChainLink useful for technical teams of all sizes. If
you’re working on a smart contract that needs external inputs/outputs, we’re here to help, feel free
to email us at support@smartcontract.com, or signup to be contacted about how we can help you
quickly connect your smart contracts to a key off-chain resource.
Providing Access to Data, Payments and Many Other API Services
We believe that smart contracts, and blockchain-based networks are on track to overcome the total
value transacted through the existing internet. If blockchain-based logic in the form of smart
contracts does become the method by which large amounts of value is transacted, this new form of
digital agreement will need data inputs, payment outputs, and various other API services, just like
today’s centrally run web applications do. As this new infrastructure emerges, the data, payments
and various other API-based services that enable widely used smart contracts to succeed, will be
in a superior competitive position. Looking at a historical example like PayPal, and its rise as a
widely used payments service for the internet, due to its use in Ebay’s P2P ecommerce web
application (a collection of centrally run digital agreements); we believe that being a service used by
widely used contracts built on this newly formed infrastructure, can be the inflection point for wider
adoption by other contracts on this newly emerging infrastructure.
The dynamic of a successful application’s key building blocks being widely replicated is actually
much more prevalent in smart contracts than traditional software, web, or mobile development. The
public nature of smart contract code, and the “copy paste” nature of contracts in general makes it a
common occurrence that a successfully used smart contract becomes widely copied. Today’s
popular token contracts are a good example of this, with many token contracts coming from Open
Zepplin’s code, and then being widely copied as a result of an initial successful implementation by
others. This dynamic means that if a data, payments, or any other service is used as a key building
block of a highly successful smart contract, it is most likely that this key input/output will be copied
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along with the rest of the contract. This dynamic presents a large opportunity for the services that
enable highly successful contracts; the large scale copying of a successful contract can result in any
API service critical to that contract quickly acquiring a market leading amount of usage, across all
the copied contracts, and the subsequent copies of those contracts.
There is now a large opportunity to be the key online services which highly successful smart
contract/decentralized application rely on to function properly, bringing a large amount of volume
and wider usage to an API’s provider. We’re currently working with multiple data providers, payment
networks, and various API services, which we are actively enabling to be these key building blocks
for the next highly successful smart contract. If you have data feeds, payments, and/or APIs which
you want to sell to smart contracts, we’re here to make that process easy to implement; please feel
free to email us at support@smartcontract.com, or sign-up to be contacted about your API.
Enabling the Evolution of Smart Contracts
Our entire team, and the larger community we’ve been lucky enough to attract are committed to
moving smart contracts into the next step of their evolution. We strongly believe that smart contracts
which interact with key off-chain events/data, and are able to use widely accepted payment
methods, are the next critical step in this technology’s development. Our entire team is deeply
grateful for all the support we’ve received to help expand what smart contracts are capable of, and
thank everyone for their moral, technical, and non-technical support; we do very much appreciate
all of it.
If you’ve just recently heard of the problem we’re solving, and are interested in seeing it solved for
yourself or others, we do encourage you to join us; we’re an inclusive, open, and respectful
community that’s focused on solving this problem well. For general questions, email us at
support@smartcontract.com, and/or request an invite to our Slack, for technical discussions about
ChainLink, please review our GitHub, and/or join our Gitter Channel.

HOW CHAINLINK SUPPORTS ANY OFF-CHAIN DATA RESOURCE & COMPUTATION:
Chainlink as a Framework for Building Oracle Networks
Key Takeaways:
•

Chainlink is not a monolithic oracle network, but a generalized framework for constructing
an unbounded number of decentralized oracle networks.

•

Each network operates in parallel without cross-dependencies, allowing for any off-chain
data resource and computation to be connected to smart contracts.

•

The Chainlink framework has been used to create secure oracle networks providing smart
contract applications with Price Feeds, Proof of Reserve, verifiable randomness, election
results, and more.

Introduction
Over the past few years, the smart contract ecosystem has rapidly grown not only in the amount of
value locked—approximately $40B in total—but also in the diversity of decentralized applications
that are now available to users. Much of this growth can be directly attributed to the increased
adoption of decentralized oracle networks, which connect smart contracts to external data
resources outside of the blockchain. Oracles power the DeFi ecosystem, enable new forms of onchain collateral, and significantly extend the functionality of smart contracts as a whole.
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However, different smart contract use cases require access to different off-chain datasets and
computations, meaning a single oracle network design cannot provide the level of flexibility that
advanced smart contract applications require. A synthetic asset protocol may require real-time price
feeds to mint tokens pegged to the market-wide price of commodities like gold, a prediction market
may require the final results of a US presidential election from an official source for market
settlement, and an on-chain gaming application may require a secure source of external
randomness for every item drop.
Each of these smart contract use cases has vastly different oracle requirements from one to
another. Therefore, what the smart contract ecosystem requires is an infrastructure-oriented
framework that allows developers to connect to and build any type of oracle network, with the ability
to customize the composition of nodes, data sources, update frequencies, delivery methods,
security parameters, aggregation methodologies, and more.
Following this approach, the Chainlink Network provides a generalized framework for the
creation of oracle networks that can meet any design specification required by smart
contract applications. This is achieved through Chainlink’s heterogeneous network design where
every combination of oracle network parameters can be supported simultaneously in parallel. In
this article, we’ll explore the core advantages of the Chainlink framework, how developers can
customize their own oracle networks, and real-world examples of oracle networks that leverage
Chainlink’s highly flexible design.
The Advantages of Chainlink’s Heterogeneous Network Design
Decentralized networks often follow a monolithic approach where a single collection of nodes work
together to provide a specific selection of services following a predefined set of rules. Blockchains
are the most prominent example of this monolithic design, where all nodes in the network perform
a standardized set of operations, including validating signatures and hashing blocks, in order to
generate a strong global consensus on the validity of a set of transactions. Every blockchain node
performs the same deterministic actions to achieve this consensus, with the primary difference
being the scale of operation.
While this works for blockchains, oracle networks aim to generate consensus on data from a nondeterministic world, which often involves paywalls and permissions for external data resources.
The monolithic model is not suited well for oracle networks because not all nodes will have access
to all the external resources required by users at all times. Forcing every node in the network to
purchase subscriptions to every premium data source required by users is not economically
scalable. Additionally, many datasets are only available to a select few entities like an enterprise’s
backend database. As a result, oracle networks following a monolithic design often restrict the
selection of oracle services available to those which can be performed by every node such as
querying free open APIs that do not provide quality or uptime guarantees.
To avoid the limitations of the monolithic model, Chainlink instead operates as a heterogenous
network that consists of numerous independent oracle networks running in parallel without crossdependencies. The capabilities of one oracle network have no effect on the operation of any other.
Each network can be purpose-built to serve the exact external data and off-chain computation
requirements of any smart contract application, providing unbounded flexibility for developers.
Launching an oracle network using the Chainlink framework is permissionless, enabling innovation
in oracle network design to occur in parallel, leading to a natural evolution of the Chainlink Network
as a whole.
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A key advantage of this heterogeneous design is that Chainlink node operators can specialize in
the oracle services they provide. This is a more economically scalable approach as nodes only
need to acquire access to the external resources required by the specific oracle networks they
participate in. As an example, a Chainlink node that powers Price Feed networks only needs access
to financial market data and doesn’t need to pay for sports scores, weather data, or other external
datasets. This lowers the barrier to entry of running a Chainlink node, further decentralizing the
network as a whole. If a Chainlink node wants to support many diverse data resources at the same
time, they are able to do this as well.
Chainlink nodes that have access to permissioned, credentialed systems such as enterprise
backends, IoT sensors, fiat payment rails, and more can immediately begin selling this connection
to smart contracts as they are not limited by the capabilities of other Chainlink nodes. This
heterogeneous design is how the Chainlink Network natively supports data provider operated
Chainlink nodes who sell a direct connection to their APIs.
As a result of this node operator flexibility, Chainlink is capable of bringing all the world’s data onchain, drastically expanding the categories of smart contract applications developers can create.
Customizing an Oracle Network Using the Chainlink Framework
To support a heterogeneous design, oracle networks built using the Chainlink framework have a
wide range of parameters that can be adjusted to support a specific use case. The parameters of
one oracle network do not affect any other network, allowing for maximum flexibility. These
customizable parameters include:
•

Node Operators: Any selection of Chainlink nodes can be composed together into an oracle
network including those operated by professional DevOps teams, reputable data providers,
traditional enterprises, or any other entity.
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•

Data Sources: Chainlink nodes can fetch data from any selection and number of data
sources, including free open APIs, paid authenticated APIs, permissioned databases,
hardware sensors, and any other data resource.

•

Off-Chain Computation: Chainlink nodes not only provide data delivery capabilities but can
also perform trust-minimized off-chain computation such as generating verifiable
randomness, calculating insurance quotas, and more.

•

Underlying Blockchain: Chainlink is blockchain agnostic and supports a wide range of onchain environments ensuring smart contracts always have access to a secure and reliable
source of off-chain data and computation.

•

Update Frequency: Oracle network updates can occur based on any schedule such as on
a deviation basis (e.g. every 0.5% difference), a heartbeat basis (e.g. every hour), an ondemand basis, and any other schedule desired.

•

Aggregation Methodology: Oracle networks can perform different forms of aggregation
depending on the data type such as taking the median, mean, mode, or any other strategy
to combine multiple data points into one.

•

Security Parameters: Service agreements can allow users to formalize their security
requirements such as specifying the amount of collateral to be deposited by oracles, length
of service, uptime requirements, and more.

In addition to the above, Chainlink oracle networks can support various ways of delivering data to
smart contracts on-chain. While one category of smart contract applications such as an insurance
smart contract may require external data to be pushed to it when a specific real-world event occurs
such as a natural disaster, a money market may require a regularly updated on-chain source of
market data that it can pull from at any time to verify collateralization of a loan. These different
types of oracle networks include:
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•

Basic Request Model (Push): Enables smart contracts to access any external data source
(open or authenticated API) by generating and submitting a data request to Chainlink oracles
in one transaction and receiving the response later in time within a separate transaction.

•

Decentralized Data Model (Pull): Provides a shared data resource in the form of an onchain reference contract which is collectively funded by multiple users and regularly updated
by a network of independent and security reviewed Chainlink nodes, allowing smart
contracts to request and receive external data within a single transaction.

While the basic request model is ideal for unique datasets that are required on an infrequent basis,
the Decentralized Data Model is ideal for common datasets that are queried on a frequent basis,
such as the widely used Price Reference Feeds. DeFi protocols can fetch data from these price
feeds at any time to get a secure, reliable, and fresh source of financial market data. This oracle
network model means that developers are not required to build their own oracle network, but
instead can connect to pre-existing oracle networks that are collectively supported by many
independent projects.
The ETH/USD Price Feed is one oracle network that provides DeFi contracts with the market-wide
price of Ether
Different Oracle Networks Powered by the Chainlink Framework
Through Chainlink’s highly flexible oracle framework, numerous independent oracle networks have
been created that provide access to a wide diversity of external datasets and off-chain
computations for smart contract applications. While there is an unbounded number of ways the
Chainlink framework can be used by smart contract applications, here is a sample of a few of the
different oracle networks that have been constructed:
•

Price Reference Feeds: Chainlink Price Feeds provide DeFi applications, such as Aave
and Synthetix, access to the market-wide price of various cryptocurrencies, stablecoins,
forex, commodities, indices, equities, and more.

•

Proof of Reserve: Audits regarding the reserves of fiat-backed stablecoins and cross-chain
assets are published on-chain so DeFi applications can protect against unforeseen fractional
reserve activities, minimizing losses for users.

•

Verifiable Randomness: On-chain gaming dApps, such as PoolTogether, utilize Chainlink
VRF to access a verifiable and tamper-resistant source of randomness which can be used
to ensure a provably fair user experience.

•

Weather Data: To provide parametric crop insurance to farmers in developing nations, Arbol
uses Chainlink oracles to fetch weather data from the NOAA and immediately settle
contracts providing funds during adverse weather conditions.

•

US Election Data: Through an Everpedia-operated Chainlink node, data signed by The
Associated Press regarding the results of the 2020 US Presidential Election was published
on-chain and used to settle an on-chain prediction market.

•

Data Provider Nodes: The Chainlink framework is also being used by leading data
providers to provide cryptographically signed datasets to smart contracts across a number
of blockchain networks, providing definitive proof of the data’s origin.
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As a generalized framework for building oracle networks, Chainlink enables the smart contract
ecosystem to connect to any off-chain data resource required for execution, exponentially
increasing the categories of decentralized applications that can be created. Just like the internet in
the early 1990s, there is a world of opportunities yet to be explored in regards to how decentralized
oracle networks enable a more trust-minimized economy through data-driven smart contracts.
If you’re a developer and want to connect your smart contract to existing data and infrastructure
outside the underlying blockchain, reach out to us here or visit the developer documentation.

WHAT IS A CHAINLINK NODE OPERATOR?
Chainlink node operators are the backbone of the Chainlink Network. Chainlink node operators
participate within decentralized oracle networks, allowing engineers to fetch external data in a
secure and reliable manner. They operate the crucial oracle infrastructure that is responsible for
ensuring smart contracts across every blockchain have access to the real world data they need to
execute properly. For example, Chainlink uses a large collection of node operators to collectively
power a wide range of decentralized Price Feed oracle networks live in-production, which currently
secure over $4Bn in value for leading DeFi applications like Synthetix, Aave, yEarn, and more.
As previously mentioned in our Education Series, due to the security properties underpinning
blockchains, all smart contracts (on-chain) have an inherent oracle problem of not being able to
fetch data from external systems (off-chain). This necessitates the use of an oracle to serve as a
middleware that transfers data bidirectionally between on-chain and off-chain environments. In this
article, we aim to provide a broad overview to how node operators contribute to the Chainlink
Network, including:
•

The role node operators play in the Chainlink Network

•

What are the requirements of running a Chainlink node

•

How do Chainlink node operators sell data to smart contracts

•

Where to find and evaluate Chainlink node operators
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How Node Operators Fit Within the Chainlink Network
Chainlink node operators are the entities running the oracle infrastructure (hardware and software)
that powers and secures every oracle network running on the Chainlink Network. These oracle
node operators are responsible for watching the blockchain for new incoming data requests from
smart contracts, fetching the requested off-chain data from specified APIs, and delivering the data
on-chain where it can be consumed by a smart contract to trigger its execution. Similar to how the
Internet connects computers to the outside world, oracles are the bridge between a blockchain and
any piece of data or system that exists outside of it.
While contracts can choose to send their data requests directly to a single Chainlink node and
receive a single response back, Chainlink nodes are most powerful when combined together into
an oracle network. Decentralized oracle networks aggregate data from any number of Chainlink
nodes to remove any single point of failure in the sourcing and delivery of that data to the
blockchain.
The Chainlink Network is an infinitely scalable network of independent oracles and oracle networks.
Although each oracle runs the Core Chainlink software, they ultimately operate without any
dependencies from any other oracle, freely able to simultaneously be a part of different oracle
networks and/or operate independently. The Chainlink Network is permissionless to run an oracle
on, but each oracle network can restrict the individual oracles allowed to contribute, as well as
customize how data is sourced and aggregated within it. Unlike a blockchain, there is no unified
consensus mechanism or node network.
The various components of Chainlink's oracle network
What a Chainlink Node Needs to Operate
To become a node operator in the Chainlink Network and begin delivering external data to smart
contracts, there are a few technical requirements within the Chainlink node setup to ensure a
smooth and reliable operation. The core components include:
•

Chainlink Node client software - Open source infrastructure that a node operator runs,
which bridges the on-chain and off-chain environments.

•

On-chain oracle contract - The Chainlink node’s smart contract that monitors for data
queries and forwards responses back to the requesting user’s smart contract.

•

Data source subscriptions - The off-chain data source APIs a Chainlink node connects to
and fetches data from on the behalf of requesting smart contracts.

•

External monitoring systems - Peripheral off-chain infrastructure that monitors the
performance and reliability of a Chainlink node in real-time.

Each Chainlink node operator interacts with these components on a regular basis. Together, they
make up a Chainlink node and enable the secure delivery of data to any blockchain.
How Chainlink Nodes Connect to Off-chain Resources
Chainlink nodes have been designed from inception to provide the highest level of flexibility in what
kinds of data can be fetched and how that data can be delivered. By default, every Chainlink node
has a collection of pre-built core adapters, allowing them to connect to any open API and deliver
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the data on-chain. While these core adapters provide Chainlink nodes with an initial feature set, it’s
external adapters that truly open up access to any off-chain resource.
External adapters are modular components that can be added to the Chainlink node to greatly
expand its native capabilities, particularly the range of data it can access and the types of
computation it can perform. For example, external adapters can be used to perform off-chain
computations on data (producing an average of nodes’ responses) or to access authenticated APIs
that require credentials.
External adapters are one of the main reasons that Chainlink nodes are able to sell any type of
data to smart contracts, as well as expand beyond data delivery to include bidirectional
communication, off-chain banking payments, interoperability with other blockchains, and much
more. Ultimately, they ensure the Chainlink network can continually expand to support new
functionalities, as new External Adapters can easily be created without putting at risk any core
functions of the network.
How Nodes Sell Data to Smart Contracts
The Chainlink Network’s flexible framework supports two Chainlink node models, which supports
both the existing need to rapidly on-board off-chain data providers with little-to-no integration work,
as well as the long term transformation of data/API infrastructure into delivering its own signed data
directly to smart contracts.
The two ways to sell data using Chainlink
The Standard API Model is where the node operator is a separate entity from the data source. By
selling their data directly to the Chainlink Network, Chainlink Nodes can pay for that data and make
it available across any blockchain without the data provider having to operate any new
infrastructure or modify their existing business model. This allows for the seamless onboarding of
all the world’s data and API services, as data providers don’t have to bear any of the costs or
responsibility for integrating their data into blockchains.
The Origin Signed Data Model is when
a data provider runs their own Chainlink
node. Doing so allows the data provider
to cryptographically sign their data with
a unique private key and deliver it
directly to smart contracts themselves.
This adds Sybil resistance to the data,
as the end user can definitely prove it
came from a specific source. It also
removes any middleman in selling data
to smart contracts, increasing a data
provider’s revenue and helping them
establish a reputation as a reliable
source of truth in the growing Chainlink
ecosystem.
Both of these Chainlink node models
can be mixed and matched within a
single decentralized oracle network.
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Such flexibility lowers the barrier to entry for joining the Chainlink Network and results in more
datasets available to smart contracts with none of the onus on existing data providers.
How to Find and Evaluate Chainlink Node Operators
The Chainlink Network uses a "security through transparency" approach, where each Chainlink
node has a unique public address from which they submit data, and subsequently sign data from
using their corresponding private key. Being publicly identifiable addresses with immutable onchain performance histories, Chainlink nodes have their reputation on the line for all oracle services
they provide.
To ensure a Chainlink node’s reputation is easily accessible to users and smart contract
developers, multiple independent websites and APIs are available that provide detailed and refined
data regarding the performance of the Chainlink Network as a whole, as well as each decentralized
oracle network, node operator, and data provider.
Decentralized Oracle Network Visualizations
The Chainlink team has made the on-chain performance data regarding the state of each
decentralized oracle network available to the public in a simple, easy to navigate manner, with
insights into the key parameters of each price feed. Feeds.chain.link is one resource that provides
both the total collection of all price feeds, projects, and node operators in Chainlink’s DeFi
ecosystem, as well as the real time status on each of the 56+ price feeds securing billions of dollars
of value within the DeFi economy. Users are given information regarding:
•

An aggregate view of all Price Feeds live on mainnet

•

The current on-chain price of each Price Feed

•

The update frequency and a timestamp of the previous update

•

The minimum nodes needed to publish an update and the status of each node

•

A list of the DeFi projects sponsoring and using each Price Feed

•

A list of the security-reviewed Chainlink nodes powering the Price Feeds

Chainlink Node Operators Listings
Chainlink node operators are able to
showcase themselves to potential
users
on
marketplaces
such
as market.link. Node operators can
list their oracle services, external
data connections, certifications, and
more. This provides Chainlink nodes
a platform to offer their services to
smart contract developers, as well as
a hub for users to analyze the
important features about each
Chainlink node to see whether or not
they are suitable to satisfy their
oracle needs.

Visualization of the Chainlink ETH/USD Price Feed
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The dashboard for reviewing a single Chainlink Node, such as LinkPool in this example
Chainlink Network Stats and Node Operator Reputation
All requests to and responses by Chainlink nodes are recorded on-chain in an immutable manner,
which can be used to further analyze the reliability and accuracy of the entire Chainlink
Network. Reputation.link is one such front-end that pulls on-chain data to give users and node
operators alike a broad overview into the real-time performance of the Chainlink Network. This
gives data providers and future node operators objective statistics about the Chainlink Network,
and provides more details about individual node operators.
The combination of all these resources creates an unprecedented level of transparency where
users, developers, and node operators alike can gain insight into the real-time functioning of the
Chainlink Network at a granular level. Through this data, the Chainlink Network has grown to
become the gold standard of node operator quality and reliability, ensuring high value smart
contacts today and well into the future have definitive evidence of high quality oracle performance.
reputation.link/chainlink provides users a high level overview of the Chainlink Network
Conclusion
Node Operators are the lifeblood of each and
every data feed supplied by the Chainlink
Network and directly secure billions of USD
value in the growing smart contract
economy. As this ecosystem of data-driven
decentralized applications continues to
expand and evolve, the role of Chainlink
node operators will only grow in importance
and numbers. Built from the ground up with
security and flexibility in mind, Chainlink
nodes are now proving the strength of
decentralized oracle networks as a means of
creating definitive truth about the real world,
greatly expanding the addressable market of
smart contracts
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THE 3 LEVELS OF DATA AGGREGATION IN CHAINLINE PRICE FEEDS
Smart contracts define the ways in which user funds can be handled by an on-chain protocol, while
the oracle is the source of off-chain information that definitively decides how those funds will
ultimately be transferred. External events and the on-chain contract logic come together to form a
complete contractual process, which makes the oracle mechanism just as critical to proper
execution of a smart contract as its underlying code.
DeFi protocols often depend on market data to trigger on-chain events, particularly the price of
assets, but also other types of information like total crypto market cap, FX rates, and the reserve
balances of asset-backed tokens. These price feeds are used by the smart contract to execute
important on-chain actions involving user funds, like whether or not to liquidate a collateralized
loan, the fair market exchange rate for a synthetic asset swap, or when to rebalance a portfolio that
uses an automating trading strategy.
Chainlink Price Feeds have become the most widely used price oracles in the DeFi market, already
securing billions of dollars in value for leading and emerging protocols such as Aave, Synthetix,
and Yearn. Chainlink Price Feeds have been purpose-built to provide DeFi applications with the
maximum amount of price oracle security, reliability, and data quality. These properties are
generated through a variety of design choices like decentralization at the oracle node and data
source levels, selection of secure node operators and premium data sources, provable on-chain
performance and reliability, and crypto-economic incentives for security. To get a much more indepth look into Chainlink Price Feeds, read our deep dive on the importance of data quality for DeFi
smart contracts.
In this article, we examine the data quality and oracle security of Chainlink Price Feeds by focusing
on the three types of aggregation that take place for each price update: at the data source, node
operator, and oracle network level. By understanding the multiple layers of redundancy purposely
built into each Chainlink Price Feed, it becomes clear why they currently secure a large share of
the DeFi landscape.

The basic flow of how crypto price data gets on-chain for DeFi
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Data Source Aggregation
The first component of a Chainlink Price Feed is the actual data sources being used by the
Chainlink oracles to obtain price data. Raw price data generally comes from off-chain centralized
exchanges (e.g. Coinbase, Binance) and on-chain decentralized exchange protocols (e.g.
Uniswap, Kyber). Data aggregators (e.g. BraveNewCoin, CoinGecko) collect raw exchange data
from across these exchanges to generate refined datasets, such as weighting it by volume, liquidity,
and time differences, as well as removing outliers, filtering fake exchange volume, monitoring for
exchange downtime, etc. The key to having a reliable source of price data is full market coverage,
wherein a price point represents a refined aggregate of all trading environments as opposed to a
single exchange or even small group of exchanges so as to prevent data manipulation
vulnerabilities and/or volume shift inaccuracies.
To ensure a high degree of tamper-resistance and reliability, Chainlink Price Feeds exclusively pull
data from premium data aggregators. This means that each data source represents a refined,
volume-adjusted price point aggregated from all centralized and decentralized exchanges, making
it inherently resistant to numerous attack vectors like flash loans or abnormal deviations.
Node Operator Aggregation
The second component of a Chainlink Price Feed is the on-chain response of each of the individual
oracle node operators. These node operators consist of professional DevOps teams who have
experience operating mission-critical blockchain infrastructure that already secures billions of
dollars in on-chain value. They are responsible for running the Chainlink core software that’s used
to source and broadcast external market data on the blockchain.
Node operators within Chainlink Price Feeds source price data from multiple independent data
aggregators and take the median (middle) value between them, mitigating outliers and API
downtime. This means that not only does each individual data source reflect an aggregated price

Chainlink node operators take a median value from multiple data aggregators
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point from all trading environments, but each individual node’s response represents an aggregate
from multiple data sources, further preventing any single source from being a point of failure.
Oracle Network Aggregation
The third component of a Chainlink Price Feed is the oracle network as a whole. An oracle network
defines how the collection of nodes work together to create a single reference data point on-chain,
which generally involves aggregating the responses of all the individual nodes. The most common
form of aggregation is taking the median of the reported values once a predefined number of nodes
have responded. Ultimately, aggregation can take on many forms and can be performed either onchain or off-chain depending on the throughput and cost of the underlying blockchain network.
Chainlink Price Feeds aggregate the responses of numerous security-reviewed node operators
and take a median, requiring a predefined threshold to respond in order to trigger an on-chain price
update (e.g. minimum of 14 out of 21 in the example below). This type of oracle network
aggregation ensures that the oracle network as a whole maintains high uptime and resistance to
manipulation in its delivery of data on-chain, even in the unlikely scenario that a few nodes or data
sources were to go offline or attempt to perform malicious activity.
The ETH/USD Chainlink Price Feed oracle network
By incorporating multiple layers of aggregation in the data source, node operator, and oracle
network layers of Chainlink Price Feeds, DeFi applications receive industry-grade security and
reliability on the price data they reference when deciding how to manage user funds. It is for this
reason that Chainlink Price Feeds have become the most widely used source of secure on-chain
price data in the DeFi economy, securing billions in on-chain value.
With security and reliability architected into all layers of the Chainlink Network, dApps consuming
Chainlink Price Feeds can be assured that their contracts will always execute as expected, setting
a solid foundation from which to scale to secure more value for users.

Chainlink VRF: ON-CHAIN VERIFIABLE RANDOMNESS
We’re thrilled to announce Chainlink VRF, which utilizes verifiable random functions to generate
randomness that is verifiable on-chain. We see many great smart contracts benefiting from
Chainlink VRF, specifically those that would like to provide proof that they are indeed using a
tamper-proof source of randomness beyond their control.
Chainlink VRF helps enable and accelerate the development of smart contracts focused on
blockchain gaming, security, layer-two protocols and various other use cases. Developers can
easily integrate Chainlink VRF to utilize verifiable randomness in their smart contracts through
our recently released developer documentation.
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The Need for Verifiable Randomness
A security-sensitive mindset is required to create and successfully defend a smart contract against
adversaries seeking to steal the funds held by that contract. Smart contract developers using
randomness as a key input should also see the manipulation of that randomness as a critical risk.
Well-made systems relying on randomness would ideally want it to be both provably fair/equally
uncertain to all contract participants, while also successfully reducing the risk that an adversary
could exploit their contract by predicting
its outcomes.
Chainlink VRF seeks to meet both of
these requirements by delivering its
randomness along with cryptographic
proofs that can be verified on-chain,
showing that the randomness is indeed
unpredictable. Due to the on-chain
verifiable nature of Chainlink VRF’s
randomness, participating nodes can
only withhold a request, for which they
would be financially penalized using
Chainlink’s upcoming staking capabilities, and possibly removed from future queries that would
have paid fees for their randomness.
Using Chainlink VRF, you can build reliable smart contracts for any applications that require
unpredictable outcomes to:
•

Make games more trustworthy by using a source of randomness that is verifiable on-chain,
allowing developers to provide additional proof to security-sensitive users.

•

Make games more fun by generating challenging and unpredictable scenarios and
environments, and assigning unpredictable player rewards like loot drops.

•

Generate provably random assignments of duties and resources, e.g. randomly assigning
judges to cases or auditors to firms under scrutiny.

•

Choose a representative sample of observers eligible to vote on a proposal the contract
needs to establish consensus for (surveys are an efficient way to provide extra sybil
resistance).

Security Limitations of Existing Methods
Existing solutions for providing randomness to smart contracts have limitations that are overcome
by Chainlink VRF’s verifiable randomness. Both the use of existing on-chain data like a blockhash,
and/or various off-chain randomness that then needs to be placed on-chain presents their own set
of unique challenges.
One example of an exploit that smart contract developers looking to rely on a blockchain for
randomness should seek to avoid is over reliance on blockhash-based randomness guarantees.
For example, suppose a contract makes decisions based on the parity of the last bit in the hash of
the block at a certain height. This looks like a 50/50 outcome, but consider that a miner (or coalition
of miners) who produces one third of the blocks on average may decide to throw out winning blocks
for which the last bit of the blockhash is one, forgoing the block reward of approximately 2-3 ETH.
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In this case, the miner could bias the zero outcome from a reliable 50% likelihood to a 2/3rds
likelihood, leading to the loss of user funds from any smart contract relying on this method of
randomness generation. If the contract’s zero-bit behavior would benefit the miner by more than
12-18 ETH, this behavior would be economically rational, creating an upper limit for the value that
a contract using this method should be securing.
In an effort to avoid issues like these, smart contract developers already turn to off-chain solutions,
where a random number is generated off-chain and brought on-chain. However, without
cryptographic verification that the off-chain value is unbiased, there’s an opportunity for the result
to be manipulated by the off-chain provider and/or by the data transport layer putting that random
value on-chain. Likewise, the application’s users are forced to assume that the randomness is
produced fairly and has been brought on-chain without being changed en route to the application.
Additional key trade-offs and security risks that we believe smart contract developers considering
a source of randomness for the smart contract should seek to avoid include the following:
•

Inaccessibility by or incompatibility with smart contracts

•

Manipulation by the random number generator’s centralized operator

•

Exploitation by a blockchain’s miners as one of the application’s users

•

Unreasonably high trust requirements from end-users of the application

To help deal with these and other undesirable security risks, Chainlink VRF offers transparency
and cryptographic proof that each result is fairly generated.
How Chainlink VRF Works
In brief, a smart contract requests randomness by providing a seed to Chainlink. The seed, which
should be unpredictable to the oracles it’s being provided to, is used to generate a random number,
which is then sent to the contract on-chain. Each oracle uses its own secret key when generating
randomness. When the result is published on-chain along with a proof, it is verified using the
oracle’s public key and the application’s seed. Relying on the widely accepted signature and proof
verification capabilities of a blockchain, this enables contracts to consume only randomness that
has also been verified by the same on-chain environment running the contract itself.
The fundamental benefit of using Chainlink VRF is its verifiable randomness. Even if a node is
compromised, it cannot manipulate and/or supply biased answers -- the on-chain cryptographic
proof would fail. The worst case scenario is that the compromised node does not return a response
to a request, which will immediately and forever be visible on the blockchain. Users would no longer
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rely on nodes that stop responding and/or don’t provide randomness with a valid proof. Even in the
unlikely scenario that a node is compromised, its resulting randomness cannot be manipulated.
Compromised nodes can only withhold a request, giving no response, for which they would be
financially penalized using Chainlink’s upcoming staking capabilities and removed from future
queries that would have paid fees for their randomness, creating a substantial immediate and longterm economic loss for low quality and/or misbehaving node operators. In short, Chainlink VRF
cannot manipulate an application that uses it properly; it can only go offline or withhold a single
result before being removed as a source of any future randomness. This creates superior security
for smart contract developers and their users.
An additional benefit of Chainlink VRF is that, as more users utilize it, user fees paid to node
operators increase, creating an incentive for node operators to provide as many security
guarantees as possible. Cryptoeconomic security through staking will likely be something users
ask to increase over time and justify with their increasingly large fees, which pay for additional
security. This leads to a shared global resource that is backed by user fees, and allows additional
users who would have spent funds on making their own RNG solution to deploy those same funds
towards increasing the collective security of a shared resource for the entire blockchain ecosystem.
Chainlink's ability to support various chains, such as Polkadot, Tezos and many others, means that
the universe of users paying for this community resource will continue to grow in a network effect
between usership and progressively increasing cryptoeconomic security guarantees.
Example Integration: PoolTogether
PoolTogether, the no-loss savings game on Ethereum, is something we find truly exciting and we’re
thrilled that after extensive technical research by their team, they will be using Chainlink VRF to
provide assurances to their users about the provably fair randomness of their application.
PoolTogether is a no-loss savings game which pools users’ deposits and distributes the earned
interest on the pool to a randomly-selected winner in daily and weekly drawings. The game
incentivizes saving through a lottery mechanic.
By implementing Chainlink VRF’s verifiable randomness, PoolTogether users will be able to verify
that each winner is selected with an unbiased source of randomness. In addition to being more
sure of their own security, PoolTogether will also be able to prove to their users that a key part of
their architecture is operating in a provably secure and verifiably random manner, providing users
greater reason to believe that PoolTogether will actually provide a payout to them if they do become
a participant in their smart contract.
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Technical Walkthrough
Chainlink VRF is an implementation of Goldberg’s Verifiable Random Function (VRF) as described
in this paper. The “random” in “verifiable random function” means “entirely unpredictable (uniformly
distributed) to anyone who doesn’t know the seed or secret key.”
The VRF secret key is a number the oracle chooses from the uniform distribution on {0, …,
#secp256k1-1}, in a cryptographically secure way. (secp256k1 is the elliptic curve used by
Ethereum’s cryptography.) Associated with this secret key is a public key, which is used to identify
the oracle. The oracle registers the public key with the on-chain machinery, along with the chainlink
job-ID it will respond to.
When a consuming contract makes a
request for randomness, it provides a
seed. To ensure the VRF output is hard
to predict, it’s good to incorporate
unpredictable, hard-to-manipulate values
into the seed, such as the most recent
blockhash,
and
perhaps
cryptographically attested real-world data
such as the most recent price of some
asset. You can combine these into a
bytes32 to be used as the seed input
using keccak256. The on-chain VRF
machinery
provides
some
basic
protection by mixing the consumerprovided seed with other data to prevent
replay attacks, but it’s essential to provide
your own as well.

Chainlink's decentralized approach to VRF

Once the on-chain machinery has determined the seed, it broadcasts an ethereum log requesting
the corresponding VRF output from the oracle specified in the consumer request. On seeing this
log, the oracle constructs the output as follows:
First, it “hashes the input to the curve,” obtaining a cryptographically secure random sample from
secp256k1, using the seed and the oracle’s public key as inputs. It does this by recursively
hashing the inputs using keccak256 until the output is less than the order of secp256k1’s base field
(“p” in that secp256k1 description), and is the x ordinate of some point (x,y) on secp256k1 (i.e.,
y2=x3+7 in the base field). (x,y) is then the hash of the input to the curve.
Then it multiplies (x,y), as a secp256k1 curve point by its secret key to obtain a point Ɣ. The
keccak256 hash of Ɣ, as a uint256, is the VRF output. It generates a proof that Ɣ is the same
multiple of (x,y) as the oracle’s public key is of the secp256k1 generator. This proof is very similar
to a Schnorr signature: First, it securely samples a nonce n from {0, …, #secp256k1-1}, much as it
did for its secret key, then it computes u=n×g, where g is the secp256k1 generator, and takes the
ethereum address of u. Then it computes v=n×(x,y). Next, it hashes together (x,y), its VRF public
key, Ɣ, the address of u, and v, takes the remainder of that hash modulo #secp256k1, and calls
that c. Finally, it computes s=n-c×k modulo #secp256k1, where k is its secret VRF key. The
proof is then its public key, Ɣ, c, s, and its input seed. It sends this back to the on-chain VRF
machinery, which verifies the proof, and sends the output back to the consuming contract,
assuming the proof verifies.
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To check the proof, the contract would ideally
•

Check that the public key and Ɣ are valid secp256k1 points,

•

Verify that the address of the point c×pk+s×g matches the address of u, (where pkis the
oracle public key,

•

Compute the “hash to curve” (x,y) from the public key and the seed, and check that the
hash of h, its public key, Ɣ, the address of u, and c×Ɣ+s×(x,y) matches c.

For an intuition of why this is cryptographically secure, see the “arrow” analogy in the “Signing and
Verification” section in chapter 3 of Jimmy Song’s book Programming Bitcoin. In our case, the
special “target” we’re trying to hit is c. For a full proof of the security of this scheme, see Appendix
B of "Making NSEC5 Practical for DNSSEC."
Unfortunately, scalar multiplications on secp256k1 like c×Ɣ are extremely expensive to compute
directly on the EVM, so for efficiency, we use Vitalik's trick to verify that a witness passed into the
proof as c×Ɣ, actually matches the product c×Ɣ. In this way, we push the burden of actually
computing c×Ɣ off-chain, and only have to verify that the value we’ve been passed as c×Ɣ actually
is c×Ɣ, which is much cheaper.
Thus, in addition to the above inputs/steps, the on-chain verification of a proof involves witnesses
for c×Ɣ and s×(x,y), and verification includes checking that these witnesses are valid secp256k1
curve points, and match the products they purport to be, using Vitalik’s trick. In addition, we use
the Ethereum address for u, and check that it matches the point c×pk+s×g using Vitalik’s trick.
The Planned Evolution of Chainlink VRF
Chainlink’s upcoming approach to highly scalable and cost-effective decentralization of oracle
networks using threshold signatures will also provide extreme decentralization and availability for
Chainlink VRF. By combining these two approaches, we gain all of the benefits of Chainlink VRF’s
unique ability to provide on-chain verifiable randomness, combined with the ability to cost-efficiently
have thousands of nodes providing Chainlink VRF’s uptime/availability.
By allowing the wider ecosystem of Chainlink nodes to participate in Chainlink VRF random number
generation, we arrive at a globally distributed network of node operators that are economically
incentivized to both generate and broadcast verifiable random data on-chain. The use of Chainlink
Threshold Signatures in combination with a highly decentralized network of node operators will
help prevent adversaries from stealing user funds. Not only will responses from Chainlink VRF be
verifiable on-chain; they’ll also have extreme uptime/availability, which in combination with
cryptoeconomic guarantees and Chainlink’s availability on the various blockchains where verifiable
randomness would be useful, is likely to make Chainlink VRF a standard for how smart contracts
consume randomness.
In addition to the benefits mentioned above, we are currently improving Chainlink VRF and
continuing both cutting-edge research on producing decentralized randomness and collaboration
with other RNG systems. From our initial research, we believe that Chainlink VRF could be
combined with VDF and other methods of generating randomness, both on-chain and off-chain.
We’re excited to collaborate with both the larger blockchain industry and the larger academic
community on how to make the best possible provably fair source of randomness for smart
contracts.
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COMPLETING THE GOD PROTOCOLS: A COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW OF CHAINLINK
IN 2021

“Imagine the ideal protocol. It would have the most trustworthy third party imaginable — a deity
who is on everybody’s side. All the parties would send their inputs to God. God would reliably
determine the results and return the outputs. God being the ultimate in confessional discretion, no
party would learn anything more about the other parties’ inputs than they could learn from their
own inputs and the output.” — Nick Szabo
In 1997, computer scientist Nick Szabo described what he termed the “God Protocols.” In short, the
God Protocols refer to the general idea of a set of computer protocols that could arbitrate and
facilitate processes involving an exchange of value between two or more independent parties
without any bias, error, or privacy concerns. This perfect third party would be equally accessible to
all participants, fairly and flawlessly execute actions according to mutually pre-agreed upon rules
and commands, and wouldn’t leak sensitive information to unintended entities.
When extrapolated out to multi-party contracts, the God Protocols are designed to eliminate
inefficiencies and counterparty risk by replacing human-based arbitrators/executors with mathbased arbitrators/executors, resulting in the correct party consistently getting what they are owed,
when they are owed, and from whom they are owed, based entirely on a provably objective
interpretation of the events in which the contract is written about. Additionally, the Gods Protocols
would extract as little value as possible from the process, only receiving what is needed to cover the
costs of performing it.
While this may seem overly idealistic, and we wouldn’t say it’s fully realized or will ever be perfect,
it does appear that three core technological pillars have emerged in the form of blockchains, smart
contracts, and oracles, which combined create a potential foundation for God-like Protocols that are
far superior to current third parties relied on today. This concept of impartial computing infrastructure
acting as a neutral third party in an exchange of value between independent entities is what we
believe to be the defining value proposition of blockchain technology, hence why it is often referred
to as the Internet of Trust or Web 3.0. The idea of highly reliable infrastructure impervious to bias
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and manipulation is not only valuable for creating and exchanging new forms of digital money like
Bitcoin, but it can be applied across nearly every major industry, such as financial services,
insurance, supply chain, gaming, and more.

Nick Szabo’s original diagram in his first article on the subject titled The God Protocols.
This article is designed to explore this potential foundation of the God Protocols before going deep
into the last piece of the puzzle, Chainlink. Given the wide adoption of the Chainlink decentralized
oracle network, the God Protocols are closer than ever to reaching a more complete form,
revolutionizing how society forms agreements and exchanges value.

Chainlink connects any blockchain to any input and output.
PART 1: PRIMER ON BLOCKCHAINS, SMART CONTRACTS, AND ORACLES
In a broad sense, the God Protocols require three distinct components: 1) the physical network that
performs the work of a third-party, 2) the software for understanding a wide range of logic and
triggering actions, and 3) external connectivity to the outside world so it can consume input data and
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generate output actions involving any combination of data sources and external systems. These
components can be broken down into three core technologies: blockchains, smart contracts, and
oracles.
Blockchain: The Physical Body / Decentralized Computer Network
The first component necessary to the God Protocols is the physical computing network responsible
for processing the instructions sent to it and facilitating the actual exchange of value between parties
(e.g., assets, rights, documents, etc.). Since the God Protocols must form a trustworthy and
unbiased third party, the computing network cannot be run by a central administrator able to exercise
authoritative control or influence over the process. There also needs to be a way for users to
definitively prove that the computation performed by the God Protocols were done correctly.
This is where the blockchain comes into play, serving as a global computer network responsible for

Blockchains use a decentralized network to facilitate the exchange of value between parties
without ever taking custody of the asset, whereas a bank takes custody conducting payments.
physically exchanging value between two or more parties in a non-custodial manner and
documenting the results as data stored in an immutable ledger that anyone can verify as being valid.
Blockchains achieve this by operating as a decentralized network of independent computers, which
all run the same open-source software set to the same specification, redundantly validate the same
transactions, and maintain an ongoing copy of the same ledger. The shared ledger (blockchain)
consists of public key addresses (akin to user bank accounts) that prove ownership of
cryptocurrency/tokens and can only be accessed by users in possession of the corresponding
private key addresses (akin to the user’s password), with only one unique private key for each public
key.
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The question is, how does a network of computers reach a consistent agreement (consensus) about
the state of a shared ledger despite malicious attempts to corrupt it? The answer: financial incentives
and decentralization. In a Proof of Work (PoW) blockchain, each blockchain node (miner) batches
together a bunch of pending transactions sent by users (called a block) and competes to get their
block approved by being the first miner to generate a specific cryptographic hash through brute force
(i.e., guessing random numbers until correct). The first node to generate a valid hash wins the block
reward (newly minted cryptocurrency + transaction fees), and their block of transactions is confirmed
by all other nodes on the network and added to the ledger.

Bitcoin is distributed because all miners store and maintain a copy of the ledger. Bitcoin is also
decentralized because if some nodes were to go offline, the Bitcoin blockchain will continue to
function as normal. (source)
The process, which is similar to a lottery competition between computers for a reward, is designed
this way in order to make it difficult for a single miner or small group of miners to consistently
generate a valid hash, keeping the network decentralized. A decentralized network of financially
incentivized nodes is inherently resistant to the actions of a few malicious nodes as long as they
don’t get control over a sufficient amount of the computing power of the PoW-based blockchain
(which in most cases is 51%). Additionally, each block contains a unique hash of the previous block,
creating a continuous chain of blocks dating back to the first “genesis” block. If any historical block
was tampered with, it would become immediately apparent to all network participants as the hashes
from one block to another would no longer match.

A blockchain is quite literally a chain of blocks connected through cryptographic hashes; (source).
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While there are different ways to achieve consensus in a decentralized network (e.g., Classical,
Nakamoto, and Avalanche), numerous ways to generate Sybil control (e.g., Proof of Work, Proof of
Stake, Proof of Authority), and various degrees of permissions about who can participate in the
network’s consensus (e.g., Permissionless, Permissioned), the blockchain described above
(Nakamoto, PoW, Permissionless) is generally how the two most widely used blockchains, Bitcoin
and Ethereum, currently work. The value in such blockchain network designs is that it’s extremely
expensive and highly impractical to achieve 51% control over the network, meaning users can trust
to a very high degree that the data stored and computation performed on the network is secure,
reliable, and accurate without any realistic possibility of manipulation or tampering of the ledger.
Also, since blockchains are decentralized, run on open-source software, operate in a permissionless
manner, and keep track of previous state, the network is always online for anyone with an Internet
connection to access, ensuring that any user at any time is able to independently verify the validity
of transactions.

The Bitcoin blockchain consists of thousands of independent nodes operating around the world.
Bitcoin was the first implementation of a blockchain, which facilitates the exchange and tracks
ownership of its own, newly created monetary asset, Bitcoin (BTC). The reason Bitcoin is seen as
a reliable store of value is that there will only ever be 21 million Bitcoins in existence (with over 18M
already circulating); a feature that is incredibly difficult to change or inflate given the network’s
decentralized nature, especially in comparison to central bank-issued fiat currencies. Any users
attempting to alter the 21M hard cap on the supply will find it extremely difficult to achieve social
consensus, resulting in a fork from the main chain (e.g., similar in concept to Bitcoin Cash, which
forked from Bitcoin; however, the reasoning was due to network scaling differences, not supply
disagreements).
In addition to decentralization, miners have to spend a lot of money on application-specific
hardware only useful for mining Bitcoin if they want to participate in consensus. Thus, in order to
turn a profit, they are incentivized to uphold the value of the Bitcoin network by keeping it secure,
as a secure network will help maintain the value of the cryptocurrency (BTC) they are exclusively
paid in. However, blockchains can be used for far more than tracking and trading cryptocurrency,
as Ethereum has thoroughly demonstrated.
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Smart contracts: The Brain / Decentralized Applications
The second component to the God Protocols is being able to comprehend a wide range of logic (if
x event happens, execute y action), meaning the blockchain is able to process a variety of
instructions sent to it by users in the form of applications. As the first blockchain in existence, Bitcoin

An example of a 2-of-3 multi-signature wallet on the Bitcoin blockchain.
has a very narrow range of logic that it can process, namely moving BTC from one account to
another on the Bitcoin blockchain upon certain conditions being met: 1) the sender signs the
transaction with the correct private key and 2) the sender has enough BTC to cover the transaction.
While Bitcoin has expanded slightly in the logic it can process to include multi-sig transactions
(require multiple specific private key signatures before the transaction is considered valid) and Hash
Time-Locked Contracts (transactions in time-bound escrow, used in payment channels like
the Lightning Network), both of which can be considered some of the first “smart contracts,” it has
largely remained static since.
Though there were some minor advancements in between, the Ethereum blockchain generated the
next major advancement in 2015 by launching support for programmable smart contracts. This
basically transformed the function of a blockchain from serving as a single application into serving
as a world computer able to simultaneously support many different applications at the same time.
Ethereum made it much easier for developers to write and maintain their own Turing complete smart
contracts on top of the blockchain (written in Solidity), enabling anyone to deploy a decentralized
application with a customized set of logic, along with the option to update the smart contract
themselves without requiring any change to the underlying blockchain.
Programmable smart contracts lead to the creation of fungible tokens, where specific public
addresses were assigned to specific assets. This allowed a single blockchain to support a wide
range of digital assets outside of its native cryptocurrency (i.e., a ledger of ledgers). Smart contracts
also expanded the types of computation the blockchain could assign to those tokens, such as the
creation of Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) for decentralized voting between
specific token holders, as well as the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) ecosystem that combines tokens
and smart contracts to facilitate decentralized lending and borrowing markets, trading exchanges,
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derivatives products, and more. However, there was still one key problem; the blockchain is
inherently disconnected from data and systems in the outside world.
Oracles: The Outside World / Decentralized Internet
The third component to the God protocols is for smart contracts to become aware of events and
interact with systems existing outside the native blockchain they run on. External connectivity entails
two functions: 1) consuming data originating outside the blockchain and 2) passing instructional
commands to external systems for them to perform (e.g., execute a payment on PayPal).

Chainlink connects the existing world to the new world; (source).
Blockchains are inherently closed and deterministic systems, meaning they have no built-in
capabilities to talk to and exchange data between external systems (as doing so could break network
consensus). While this generates the valuable security and reliability properties that users seek
when using a blockchain, it also severely limits the types of data inputs that smart contracts can
ingest and the types of output actions they can trigger on external systems. Most valuable datasets
like financial asset prices, weather conditions, sports scores, and IoT sensors, as well as the
currently preferred fiat settlement methods like credit cards and bank wires, exist outside the
blockchain (off-chain). Given the importance of these resources to real-world business processes,
blockchains need a secure bridge to the outside world in order to support a vast majority of smart
contract application use cases.
Providing smart contracts connection to the outside world requires an additional piece of
infrastructure known as an oracle. An oracle is an external entity that operates on behalf of a smart
contract by performing actions not possible or practical by the blockchain itself. This usually involves
retrieving and delivering off-chain data to the smart contract to trigger its execution or passing data
from the smart contract to an external system to trigger an off-chain event. It can also involve various
types of off-chain computations in advanced oracle networks (discussed more below), such as
aggregating data from multiple sources or generating a provably fair source of randomness.
Similar to blockchains, the oracle mechanism cannot be operated by a single entity, as that would
give the centralized oracle sole control over the inputs the contract consumes, thus control over the
outputs it produces. Even if the blockchain is highly secure and the smart contract logic is perfectly
written, the oracle will put at risk the entire value proposition of the smart contract if it is not built to
the same security and reliability standards as the underlying blockchain network, often referred to
as the oracle problem. Why have a blockchain network of thousands of nodes when it’s triggered
by a single entity?
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Centralized oracles are a single point of failure.
This is where Chainlink comes into play, providing smart contracts with a secure and reliable way
of interacting with anything outside the blockchain, ultimately allowing it to overcome the oracle
problem.
PART 2: HOW THE CHAINLINK NETWORK WORKS
While a substantial amount of focus has been placed on the development and understanding of
blockchains and smart contracts, oracle networks are just as critical, given their importance to
achieving mainstream adoption. To overcome the oracle problem, Chainlink launched the world’s
first decentralized oracle network in 2019. Chainlink has since become the most widely used solution
for connecting blockchains and off-chain resources, and currently secures billions of dollars in onchain value for leading blockchain applications that rely on its oracle services to transfer assets.
Although other oracle implementations exist, Chainlink is the industry-leading oracle solution due to
its underlying technology, market adoption, development team, token economics, and potential
addressable market. Additionally, similar to the Internet, the oracle layer of the God Protocols is
likely to be a winner take all, as standardization and network effects are critical when trying to get
all of the world’s systems to communicate and pass data between one another.

A growing network effect visualized; (source).
In order to fully understand why Chainlink is the undisputed market leader and poised to become a
universal standard used to connect all blockchains and off-chain systems, we analyze in great detail
the underlying architecture of the Chainlink Network, how it generates security and reliability, the
types of oracle functionalities it provides, and how its native asset LINK is used.
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The Underlying Architecture of the Chainlink Network
The first thing to understand is that Chainlink is not a single monolithic network, but instead, a
generalized heterogeneous framework where any number of independent oracle networks can be
custom built and run simultaneously without any dependencies on any other oracle network.
Chainlink is also open-source and permissionless, meaning anyone can review the software code
run by the oracles and launch their own oracle network to meet their specific external data and
computation needs.

The Chainlink Network consists of multiple independent oracle nodes and oracle networks running
in parallel without cross-dependencies.
A Network of Networks
Given its heterogeneous, open, and permissionless nature, Chainlink users can decide exactly how
they want their oracle network constructed, including the ability to choose any node operators, data
sources, data aggregation strategy, update frequency, and various other security parameters like
collateral amounts, reputational thresholds, and historical performance requirements. As a result,
Chainlink is best described as being a network of networks, consisting of a free market economy
where oracle nodes and networks compete with one another for jobs and/or specialize in providing
different jobs.
In contrast to a PoW-based blockchain, where every miner participates in processing every
transaction, Chainlink is designed where not every oracle is involved in every oracle job requested
by a smart contract. This flexibility and removal of standardization across all oracles allow Chainlink
to support any/all types of data requests, regardless of whether or not every existing node is
compatible. It would be impossible to service all types of oracle requests if every node were required
in each job, specifically, because off-chain data feeds often cost money to access or are
permissioned to authorized users. Having all nodes paying for all the data feeds required by all
contracts is not economically feasible, nor will many oracle nodes even be allowed to access most
enterprise data types. Instead, oracles can specialize in providing certain oracles services like
specific data types and specialized off-chain services, or simply serving certain blockchains (e.g.;
permissioned oracle nodes used to service a permissioned blockchain).
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The various terms used when describing the Chainlink Network architecture.
Diversity of Chainlink Nodes
The Chainlink Network currently consists of two types of oracle nodes, 1) security reviewed node
operators with known identities and approved by the Chainlink team to ensure that the initial set of
oracle networks are highly secure and reliable, and 2) non-security reviewed nodes run by either
known or unknown entities from the community or traditional markets that require no approval
processes. While anyone can launch a Chainlink node today, most of the initial Chainlink oracle
networks are being run by security reviewed node operators in order to ensure their reliability in the
early stages of the Chainlink Network, particularly to guarantee consistent uptime and maintain Sybil
resistance (preventing a single entity from pretending to be multiple independent nodes).
Over time, the Chainlink Network will consist of a diverse array of node operators, including security
reviewed oracles for high-value use cases, specialized data providers running their own nodes

Deutsche Telekom subsidiary, T-System MMS, is an example of a Chainlink node operator
running in-production (source).
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directly (increasingly happening today), and non-security reviewed nodes for obtaining additional
oracle services that require lower quality control measures, employ more decentralization, and/or
make use of additional features to further guarantee security and reliability (e.g., staking).
Diversity of Data Sources
Chainlink brings data to blockchains by having oracles connect to Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) — the most commonly used way of allowing other companies/users to access your
data and services within their own applications and systems (often for a fee), removing the need to
build infrastructure from scratch. For example, Uber leverages three separate APIs to support their
ride-sharing platform: a GPS API for location (MapBox), an SMS API for messaging (Twilio), and a
USD API (Braintree) for payments. Through its external adapter technology, Chainlink oracles can
establish a connection to any open or authenticated API; thus, allowing a smart contract to
communicate with virtually any external system.
Chainlink oracles have two methods of getting API data into the blockchain: 1) a simple model where
professional node operators transfer data between API providers and blockchain networks, meaning
existing data companies don’t need to change anything about their current business model or
infrastructure, or 2) an advanced model where data providers operate their own Chainlink node to
sell origin-signed data directly to smart contracts and get paid on-chain. These two models, in
combination, mean the Chainlink Network can bring all of the world’s data onto the blockchain, either
through direct participation by existing API providers or no participation at all in a business-as-usual
approach.

API providers have a high degree of flexibility on how they can leverage Chainlink to sell data to
blockchain markets; (source).
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Diversity of Blockchains
The Chainlink Network is also blockchain agnostic, meaning it can provide native oracle services to
smart contract applications running on any blockchain without dependencies on any other
blockchain. With the growing diversity of blockchains that specialize in providing certain features
like decentralization, speed, and privacy, the demand for blockchain agnostic oracles is high and
ever-growing. The ability to connect to any blockchain not only leads to Chainlink having cross-chain
communication capabilities, but it futureproofs the Chainlink Network, ensuring data and API
providers can quickly connect to any future blockchain that emerges. Chainlink is already running
across many of the leading blockchains, with numerous others actively being integrated. The LINK
token also has been bridged across numerous blockchain networks such as Ethereum, Binance
Smart Chain, Matic, Avalanche, and more, which allows users to pay Chainlink oracles in the same
environment as their smart contract application.

Chainlink can connect all blockchains to any off-chain input and output.
How Chainlink Provides Oracle Security and Reliability
While flexibility is key to becoming a standardized solution capable of supporting all oracle requests,
it cannot come at the expense of security and reliability. Unlike a blockchain, which has a single
security approach, oracle networks require a multitude of security techniques due to the unique and
broad set of functionalities they provide.
Chainlink provides the most expansive set of security techniques in the market, which is why it’s
able to protect smart contracts even during extreme black swan events. These security techniques
include decentralization, data signing, crypto-economics, reputation systems, privacy, and
scalability, all of which can be combined in different ways to create a defense-in-depth approach to
security.
Decentralization
Just as blockchain networks generate their security through the decentralization of nodes, the
Chainlink Network provides security through the same approach. Decentralization can be applied in
the Chainlink Network in three ways, 1) employing numerous different node operators to source and
retrieve data, preventing one or a small group of oracles from being a single point of failure, 2)
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gathering data from multiple independent data sources, avoiding a single API being the only source
of truth, and 3) utilizing data providers who specialize in aggregating data themselves across
multiple sources depending on the type of data (e.g., using multiple IoT sensors for weather data or
collecting from hundreds of crypto exchanges for price data). The multiple data points retrieved by
the multiple oracle nodes are then aggregated (e.g., take a median) to create a single data point
consumed by the smart contract. These multiple layers of aggregation ensure that data is accurate,
delivered on-time, and resistant to manipulation despite any potential malicious activity from a small
group of oracles or data sources, resulting in end-to-end decentralization of the smart contract.

The ETH/USD price reference feed is an example of a decentralized Chainlink oracle network.
Additionally, most Chainlink nodes operating today run two versions of the Chainlink software,
meaning in the worst-case scenario, they can failover to the previous software version and continue
operating safely (such a situation has never happened). Smart contracts can also choose to
implement optional circuit breakers for an additional level of redundancy. For example, using a
historical circuit breaker in a Chainlink Price Feed, which compares the current price update
delivered by the oracle network to the previous one, and if there is a difference greater than the
threshold set by the user (e.g., more than 10%), the circuit breaker can trip and trigger a preventive
action like a temporary pause in the application. These further provide hyper-reliability to the
Chainlink Network, even amidst an extremely rare black swan event.
Transparency and Data Signing
Chainlink oracles cryptographically sign each piece of data delivered to the blockchain, serving as
irrefutable proof that the data came from a specific node operator. The act of signing data is achieved
via a unique private key only available to that node operator, which cannot be falsified. Additionally,
because the data is signed and stored on the blockchain, it serves as an immutable and tamperproof record of a node’s historical performance. Thus, node operators are always held accountable
for their performance, as anyone can verify their performance history and know it hasn’t been
tampered with.
Traditional data providers running Chainlink nodes to sell their data to smart contracts can leverage
this data signing capability to provide users cryptographic proof about the origin of their data (e.g.,
smart contracts know it came straight from the source). With oracle-delivered data triggering the
automatic exchange of real assets, data signing allows blockchain applications to be certain that
they received data from the correct source, making them even more reliable for automating
processes.
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Reputation System
Because each oracle signs data on-chain, the performance history of each node can be tracked and
loaded into reputation systems that potential future users can reference and filter through when
deciding which nodes they want to rely on for oracle services. Historical performance data can be
coupled with other optional metrics about the node operator, such as their off-chain identity,
specialized certifications, ethical contributions, geographic location, and the number of LINK tokens
they hold and/or will stake. These metrics are key to node operators showcasing to users why they
are high-quality and worthy of being selected for upcoming jobs.

Each node’s transaction is signed by a private key and stored on-chain as an immutable record;
(source).
Reputation systems bring additional Sybil resistance and accountability to node operations, wherein
a node cannot act maliciously or pretend they are someone else and then hide away from sight and
hope people forget about their past actions. Poorly rated node operators would lose potential future
revenue in the Chainlink Network, as users are unlikely to select them for upcoming jobs. They could
also destroy their off-chain reputation across other blockchain and non-blockchain related
endeavors.
For example, if a Chainlink node also operates a validator on a PoS blockchain network like Cosmos,
delegators may unstake their tokens to that validator due to fears that the poor services witnessed

An overview of LinkPool’s oracle node on the Chainlink Marketplace; (source).
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on Chainlink will carry over to Cosmos. Similarly, if a data provider runs a Chainlink node and
provides bad data, they could lose subscriptions to their data feeds across numerous blockchain
and non-blockchain markets. Not only could this lead to a reduction in business revenue, but it could
end up in lawsuits from the harmed parties in a worst-case scenario (given that nodes are
identifiable).
Privacy
Chainlink is developing several novel approaches to data and oracle privacy, designed to mitigate
concerns around the general public and/or the oracle node itself being able to read the data retrieved
and/or see the computation it’s asked to perform. Generating privacy will greatly expand the number
of smart contract use cases, as it unlocks a large portion of data currently unavailable for
consumption on the blockchain due to user privacy and data licensing laws. Chainlink’s privacy
solutions currently include:
DECO — Zero-knowledge proofs that prove facts about data within a user’s web session without
any data ever leaving the web session or the oracle seeing any data it’s not supposed to. For
example, having the oracle accompany someone as they log in to their bank account in order to
prove through a yes or no answer whether they are above 18 years old or have more than $100,000
USD.
Mixicles — An oracle-powered mixer design that generates transaction privacy on the blockchain
by separating the smart contract’s logic from its resulting payment. The oracle is used as an
intermediary between the two, preventing external actors from correlating a contract’s terms to its
subsequent settlement payments.
Town Crier — Oracles that leverage trusted hardware (e.g., Intel SGX), referred to as a trusted
execution environment. Essentially, the oracle runs in a black box computing environment where
the node operator cannot see the instructions sent by the smart contract or the data they
generate/retrieve, giving smart contracts complete data, computation, and node operator privacy.
The Chainlink DECO technology uses zero-knowledge proofs to prove specific facts about a user’s
web session.
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Scalability
To improve the performance of oracle networks, Chainlink created a scalability solution called “OffChain Reporting” (OCR) which increased data delivery throughput 10x by lowering the on-chain gas
costs of updates by up to 90%. OCR provides these scalability gains by enabling Chainlink nodes
to communicate directly with each other through a peer-to-peer network (LibP2P), allowing them to
aggregate data off-chain at zero cost. This process involves each node individually fetching data
from one or multiple APIs, signing it using their private key, and broadcasting the results to other
nodes. Once a certain threshold of responses have been generated, a single transaction is created
containing every node’s cryptographically signed observation and is validated by an on-chain smart
contract.
This order of magnitude improvement in scalability provided by OCR resulted in the increased
decentralization of oracle networks, enabled higher frequency and lower latency updates, as well
as allowed for the cost-efficient onboarding of more Chainlink nodes. OCR is currently being used
in-production by Price Feeds such as the LINK/USD Reference Contract.

Functionalities of the Chainlink Network
With the Chainlink Network offering a highly flexible framework that can generate a high degree of
security, oracle networks built on Chainlink can provide a wide variety of services to smart contracts,
leading to the creation of a much broader and more advanced set of digital agreements. Such
Chainlink functionalities include:
Data Sourcing and Delivery
The most widely recognized functionality of Chainlink oracles is fetching and delivering off-chain
data to smart contract applications. Due to the blockchain oracle problem, smart contracts require
external oracles to fetch data on their behalf. The data is then used to inform the smart contract
about the current state of real-world events. For example, a smart contract may want to know the
closing price of a barrel of oil, the amount of rainfall in New York City, the current location of a
specific shipment in transit, the winner of the World Cup, or the current global price of Bitcoin.
Chainlink oracles can fetch this data from any off-chain data provider (API) and deliver it to any
blockchain network.
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Chainlink powers the DeFi ecosystem by supplying key inputs and outputs
Off-chain Computation
In addition to data sourcing and delivery, Chainlink oracle networks can perform various types of
off-chain computations, including the aggregation of multiple data sources into a single price point,
generating a secure and fair source of randomness, operating layer-2 validators responsible for
smart contract computation, running keeper functions to trigger smart contract maintenance and
executions, and more. Off-chain oracle computation brings about more advanced and cost-efficient
smart contracts, as expensive on-chain computations are offloaded off-chain to trust minimized
oracle networks.

Chainlink nodes can act as validators on layer 2 Arbitrum Rollup chains.
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Blockchain Abstraction Layer
Even with some consolidation over time, it’s likely that various counterparties, industries, and entire
geographic regions will be using a diverse set of blockchains that offer different trade-offs. As such,
large enterprises or government entities dealing with globally distributed or even locally distributed
counterparties will be expected to eventually operate on dozens or more blockchain environments
simultaneously.
As a blockchain agnostic oracle network, the Chainlink Network provides a single integration
gateway through which enterprises, institutions, and governments can get their existing systems
‘blockchain-enabled’ across all current and future blockchain networks. Instead of spending time
and resources integrating with each network individually, they can use Chainlink as a secure
middleware to connect to any blockchain, as well as write one set of documentation for how
counterparties can interact with their systems from any blockchain via Chainlink. This concept of a
blockchain abstraction layer was discussed in-depth in a co-written white paper between Chainlink
Co-founder Sergey Nazarov and the World Economic Forum titled Bridging the Governance Gap:
Interoperability for blockchain and legacy systems.

Similar to how enterprises use the internet to connect with a variety of partners, enterprises can
use Chainlink to connect to any/all blockchains, as well as key external data/API providers, legacy
systems, and traditional payments.
Sell Data and API Services
Using Chainlink as a blockchain abstraction layer, data/API service providers can quickly and easily
expand their operations to blockchain markets. Whether selling their data through professional
Chainlink node operators or running their own Chainlink node, data/API service providers can
expand their addressable market to emerging blockchain economies by making their entire suite of
APIs blockchain-enabled. Additionally, they can bootstrap the security of their off-chain data by
cryptographically signing it on-chain to prove its origin, as well as staking LINK collateral to ensure
their data and services are high-quality. Numerous data providers are already running or planning
to run a Chainlink node, including Kaiko, Alpha Vantage, Huobi, CryptoAPIs, Coinranking,
Dotamind, Genesis Volatility, Everipedia, TheRundown, Coincodex, RedFox, GameScorekeeper,
Finage, Twelve Data, TraderMade, Tiingo, Kraken, GeoDB, WatchSignals, and more.
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Finage is an example of a Chainlink node providing smart contracts with financial data; (source).
The Purpose of the LINK Token
The native LINK token is used to secure and bootstrap the growth of the Chainlink Network,
empowering the creation of highly secure and reliable oracle networks that are sustainable long into
the future. It’s very similar to how BTC and ETH are used on the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains
to incentivize secure and reliable decentralized computation of transactions.
The LINK token has 3 core functionalities in the Chainlink Network: (1) a utility token where users
must pay Chainlink nodes in LINK for oracle services, (2) a subsidization mechanism similar to a
block reward to support the early costs of oracle networks until they reach self-sustainability, and (3)
a form of crypto-economic security wherein nodes stake LINK as collateral (security deposit) to back
the honest and reliable performance of their oracle services.
Since every Chainlink node is paid in the native LINK token, they have a strong incentive to maintain
a secure and high-performing Chainlink Network in order to ensure that oracle jobs continue and
increase. This represents a form of crypto-economic security known as implicit staking, where any
malicious behavior by Chainlink nodes would cause the value of the LINK token to drop due to a
decrease in the Chainlink Network’s reputation. In turn, this would directly decrease the value of
each node’s current token holdings and the potential future revenue they may earn by performing
jobs on the network. It’s akin to Bitcoin miners investing in Bitcoin mining equipment, and then
wanting to uphold the value of the Bitcoin Network in order to turn a profit by ensuring future BTC
revenue streams.
As a further demonstration of LINK’s utility, Chainlink nodes can be required to hold and/or stake a
specific amount of LINK tokens in a smart contract in order to be selected to perform a specific
oracle job, referred to as explicit staking. This serves as an additional financial incentive for nodes
to provide reliable and honest oracle services; otherwise, their staked LINK tokens can be taken
(slashed) and given to the consuming smart contract and/or other entity as a penalty for not
upholding the pre-agreed upon terms of the oracle job (e.g., data wasn’t delivered on-time, data or
computation was incorrect).
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A generalized architecture of how the LINK token functions in the Chainlink Network
The threats of stake slashing, value reduction in current LINK token holdings, and loss of future
revenue serve as both short-term and long-term financial punishments for undesirable network
activity. This creates a skin-in-the-game approach to providing oracle services, as the LINK token
is the sole means of making payments, creating economic security, and growing a node operator’s
business model (e.g., if a node has 100 LINK, then they can only provide 100 LINK worth of collateral
at any given time. As such, they need to acquire more LINK to expand their node operations).
Because the LINK token has a direct connection to the network and is necessary to take on more
jobs and/or high-value jobs requiring stake, the long-term effectiveness of the token subsidy should
further extend out if the network becomes increasingly adopted, providing even more runway to
grow the network.
With effective use of the LINK network subsidy reward, Chainlink is creating secure and reliable
oracle networks that service the current demand for off-chain data, as evidenced by many of the
largest blockchain applications relying on Chainlink. The adoption of these networks is creating three
complementary paths to self-sustainability, all of which are well underway today:
• Supporting the early launch of projects that go on to be major industry leaders, at which point
they can easily fund the costs of the oracle networks they require.
• Having multiple projects collectively support a shared oracle network that provides data they
all require. The more users that join a shared oracle network, the less need there is for a
subsidy. Eventually, no subsidy is required at all, and each new user from then on lowers the
costs for all existing users
• Generating a large network effect wherein many of the world’s largest data providers,
institutions, blockchains, and smart applications collectively use Chainlink as the standard
gateway between blockchains and traditional off-chain systems. Such a network effect leads
to two positive feedback loops, which continually generate more data on-chain for smart
contract developers and more user fees for node operators to compete for. The end result is
an increasingly diverse set of smart applications that can secure increasingly higher value
use cases.
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The Chainlink Network effect is driven by two cycles: bringing more off-chain resources on-chain
and making node operators increasingly more secure.
Additionally, exclusive LINK token utility within the Chainlink Network ties each node’s own success
directly to the quality of the overall network. It also ensures that node payments and staking are not
tied to the security or reliability of any other network. Thus, the Chainlink Network is insulated against
external failures from tokens and networks outside its control. As a blockchain agnostic network,
Chainlink node operators only need to manage payments and staking in one currency (LINK),
ultimately decreasing friction, lowering the barrier to running a node, and resulting in more network
decentralization.
PART 3: THE CHAINLINK ECOSYSTEM
As the most widely used decentralized oracle protocol, the Chainlink ecosystem contains a vast
array of products, users, and node operators. Chainlink is also a part of numerous enterprise
working groups and supports a fast-growing team, an impressive list of advisors, and a flourishing
community grant program.
Products and Services
Through these native capabilities, the Chainlink Network currently provides a wide range of oracle
services to smart contracts operating across numerous different blockchains. While it’s near
impossible to generate a comprehensive list of all Chainlink use cases, these are the primary use
cases that Chainlink is currently focused on providing:
Price Feeds
Chainlink Price Reference Data Feeds are a collection of oracle networks that provide financial
market data on-chain regarding various in-demand exchange rates for cryptocurrencies,
stablecoins, forex, commodities, and indices. These Price Feeds currently secure billions of dollars’
worth of user funds for Decentralized Finance (DeFi) applications by pricing collateral, settling price
predictions/derivatives contracts, calculating rewards, establishing staking amounts, setting
exchange rates, and more.
Any API
Chainlink’s highly generalized approach allows oracles to connect smart contracts to any off-chain
API/data source, such as retrieving weather data or executing an off-chain payment. This includes
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free, open APIs, as well as paid, authenticated APIs that only nodes with passwords/credentials can
access.
Randomness
The Chainlink Verifiable Random Function (VRF) provides smart contracts with a highly secure and
verifiable source of randomness that cannot be manipulated by the oracle, developers, or end-users.
This enables developers to create random in-game scenarios, fairly order ticket queues, and
develop tamper-proof lotteries with associated proof that the winner was selected in a fair and
unbiased manner.
Asset Collateralization
Chainlink Proof of Reserve (PoR) consists of on-chain data feeds that inform smart contracts about
the current collateralization of on-chain assets like stablecoins, cross-chain assets, and more. This
allows an application to prove that a tokenized asset is fully backed by the reserves it claims to have.
Data and Oracle Privacy
As stated earlier, Chainlink is currently developing multiple data and oracle privacy solutions,
including DECO, Mixicles, and Town Crier, to unlock sensitive data for use in smart contracts
without leaking it to the public and/or node operator.
Transaction ordering
The Chainlink Fair Sequencing Services (FSS) enables oracles to fairly order pending blockchain
transactions based on different metrics like when they arrived in the mempool. Chainlink FSS is
designed to prevent miner extractable value (MEV) such as through frontrunning, as well as lower
transaction fees on blockchains like Ethereum.
Keepers
Chainlink Keepers enable the automation of on-chain transactions based on predefined conditions,
such as triggering the liquidation of an under-collateralized loan, harvesting a vault on a time
schedule, or settling an options contract at expiry.
Layer-2 Validators
Chainlink oracles can provide validation services for layer-2 blockchain scaling solutions such as
Off-Chain Lab’s Arbitrum Rollups, which involves performing off-chain Solidity computation via the
creation of transaction batches and the submission of fraud proofs to secure user funds.
Decentralized Identity
Chainlink oracles can power the creation of decentralized identity protocols such as IC3’s CanDID.
By leveraging DECO and/or Town Crier, users can securely import their credentials from existing
web services like social media platforms, online bank accounts, or email accounts in a privacypreserving and backward-compatible manner.
Cross-Chain Communication
Chainlink oracles are able to relay data from any blockchain network onto any other blockchain
environment, including between base layer blockchains (public and private), layer-2 networks, or
any combination of the two.
While commonly recognized as being a price feed solution, Chainlink goes far beyond price feeds
and data delivery to encompass a wide range of off-chain services conducted on behalf of smart
contracts (potentially on behalf off-chain systems as well in the future). We have only scratched the
surface of the Chainlink Network and its functionality, as there will be many future use cases that
we simply cannot imagine today, just as someone in 1994 could not possibly imagine all of the future
use cases of the Internet.
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Price Feeds are only the tip of the iceberg in regards to the oracle services Chainlink provides
Chainlink Users
Through these various oracle services, the Chainlink ecosystem has hundreds of in-production and
in-development integrations, along with membership in numerous enterprise working groups,
recognition from some of the world’s most identifiable organizations, support from an expanding
group of Chainlink-specific companies, and the launch of a fast-growing Chainlink Grant Program.
Within the smart contract industry, Chainlink powers a vast number of Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
protocols, insurance products, on-chain gaming applications, and more. For a full list of use cases,
refer to the blog post 77 Smart Contract Uses Cases Enabled by Chainlink, however, we will
summarize some below, along with a sample of some of the current/planned users:
Lending and Borrowing
Chainlink enables lending and borrowing applications to exist by providing price feeds for calculating
the value of collateral, ensuring loans are issued and liquidated according to fair market prices.
• Aave: Money market protocol for borrowing and lending a multitude of on-chain tokens.
• CREAM: On-chain money market operating on both Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain.
• bZx: On-chain money market for borrowing and lending crypto tokens to margin traders.
• RCN Finance: Credit marketplace for crypto and fiat loans using multiple currencies.
Derivatives and Synthetic Assets
Chainlink empowers derivatives markets and synthetic assets by supplying the current price of
assets at the time of trades or settlement.
•
•
•
•

Synthetix: Largest derivatives platform for zero slippage trading of synthetic assets.
Opium Exchange: Derivatives platform for options, futures, and credit default swaps.
MCDEX: Perpetual derivatives platform using automated market makers and order books.
Synlev: Derivatives platform for leveraged synthetic assets collateralized by tokens.
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Exchange and Trading
Chainlink provides price feeds to settle trades, determine the value of liquidity mining collateral, set
market-making strategies, and secure the value of collateralized off-chain computation.
• Loopring: Layer-2 decentralized exchange providing high throughput, low-fee trading.
• Curve: Automated market maker for low slippage swaps between pegged assets.
• DODO: Proactive automated market maker that mimics human market-making behaviors.
• dYdX: Decentralized exchange for spot trading and perpetual contracts.
Insurance
Chainlink facilitates parametric insurance applications by informing the policy about insured events
at the time of settlement, allowing it to determine the correct payouts and/or rebalance insurance
funds.
• Arbol: Parametric crop insurance for farmers based on weather conditions.
• Etherisc: Parametric insurance for real-world events such as flight delays.
• Nexus Mutual: Decentralized discretionary mutual as an alternative to insurance.
Pegged Assets
Chainlink supports pegged assets by checking if their off-chain reserves match their on-chain token
balances, as well as triggering reserve rebalancing if the peg is lost.
• Paxos: Brokerage and custody platform that provides tokenized real world assets such as
US dollars and gold.
• TrustToken: Blockchain-agnostic stablecoin backed by USD held in reserves.
• Wrapped BTC: Tokenized Bitcoin on the Ethereum blockchain custodied by BitGo.
• DefiDollar: Meta-stablecoin backed by centralized and decentralized stablecoins.
• RenVM: Tokenized cross-chain assets that bring Bitcoin, Zcash, etc. to Ethereum.
Real-World Assets
Chainlink is used to bring real-world assets on-chain by providing data regarding the current
valuations of the off-chain assets they represent.
• DMM: On-chain money market backed by revenue streams from off-chain assets.
• RealT: Tokenized real estate allowing users to buy fractions of a property’s cash flows.
Rebase Tokens
Chainlink functions in rebasing tokens by triggering rebases based on a particular price or data feed
update.
• Ampleforth: Algorithmic rebase token pegged to the inflation-adjusted dollar.
• Base protocol: Algorithmic rebase token pegged to the total crypto market capitalization.
Asset Management
Chainlink is used within asset management protocols to trigger the automatic rebalancing of onchain portfolios using various indicators and/or to determine the current gas price before triggering
a transaction.
• Set Protocol: Non-custodial asset management protocol for social trading and indices.
• Tornado Cash: Privacy mixer for sending confidential on-chain transactions.
Additional Tooling
Chainlink has more expansive functions outside of data delivery, like triggering on-chain events
based on preset conditions being met.
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• B-Protocol: Liquidation incentivization platform to make lending protocols more secure.
• Keep3r: Off-chain keeper for the automation of on-chain transactions like liquidations.
On-chain collectibles
Chainlink VRF is relied on to access a provably fair source of on-chain randomness, which is used
to generate unique NFT traits and issue random rewards to users.
• Axie Infinity: Pokémon-inspired universe where users breed and battle Axies.
• Aavegotchi: DeFi-powered crypto-collectibles backed by interest-generating tokens.
• Ether Legends: Physical and digital collectible trading card game with PvP and PvE.
• Wildcards: Non-fungible tokens representing a unique animal from a conservation org.
• Polyient Games: Start-up ecosystem dedicated to non-fungible tokens and gaming.
Betting platforms
Chainlink supplies randomness and data about off-chain events to determine lottery winners and
settle bets.
• PoolTogether: No-loss savings game for users to win prizes without risking deposits.
• EarnBet: Provably fair gaming platform operating in the WAX blockchain ecosystem.
• Bet Protocol: Regulatory compliant Esports and sports betting platform.
On-chain gaming
Chainlink VRF is key to generating random in-game scenarios and prizes in a manner which no one
can manipulate or predict.
• Blocklords: Blockchain-based medieval grand strategy game on layer 2
• Planetarium: Ecosystem for community-powered online games via Libplanet network
• Evolution Land: Ecological cross-chain game application of the Darwinia Network
• War Riders: MMO game based on customizing war vehicles and battling opponents
Enterprises, Working Groups, and Recognitions
In addition to integrations with smart contract applications across numerous use case verticals,
Chainlink works with a number of enterprises on their blockchain strategy and participates in a
variety of enterprise working groups around the world to help standardize how businesses securely
leverage blockchain oracles within their smart contract powered digital agreements. Chainlink has
also received multiple recognitions from well-known institutions and works with leading academics
and consortiums. Some of which include:
Recognitions
• World Economic Forum: Public-Private consortium that co-authored a report with Chainlink
Co-founder Sergey Nazarov on how oracles provide interoperability between blockchain
networks and legacy systems, as well as recognizing Chainlink as a Technology Pioneer.
• Gartner: A global research and advisory firm that recognized SmartContract.com in 2017 as
a leading blockchain project, and in 2019 discussed how Chainlink is key to Google’s
blockchain strategy.
Enterprises
• Google: One of the world’s largest tech companies collaborated with Chainlink to bring Big
Query data onto the Ethereum blockchain via Chainlink oracles.
• Oracle: The world’s largest database company collaborated with Chainlink to create a
‘virtuous cycle of innovation’ by launching Chainlink nodes for numerous API startups running
on Oracle’s Cloud Infrastructure.
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The Chainlink ecosystem consists of hundreds of in-production and in-progress integrations;
(source).
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SWIFT: The global standard in interbank messaging, consisting of a consortium of the world’s
largest banks, collaborated to create a Smart Contract Securities Proof-of-Concept in which the
interest rates of top banks were aggregated and then used by a smart contract to trigger a bond
interest payment made on the SWIFT network using its ISO20022 messaging format.

SWIFT Proof of Concept showing how Chainlink enables the creation of smart security bonds
Enterprise and Academic Research Working Groups
• Baseline Protocol: Privacy-preserving framework for using the Ethereum Mainnet as a
common frame of reference between enterprise backend systems.
• InterWork Alliance: Platform-neutral, non-profit organization dedicated to creating the
standards frameworks needed to increase innovation across token-enabled ecosystems.
• Hyperledger Avalon: Collaboration between Hyperledger, EEA, and cloud service provider
ecosystems to standardize attested off-chain computations for smart contracts.
• Blockchain Service Network (BSN): Chinese government-supported initiative to provide
businesses access to low-cost blockchain cloud computing services and tooling.
• Enterprise Ethereum Alliance: The Ethereum Mainnet Integration for Enterprises taskforce
provides specifications to integrate the Ethereum Mainnet with ERP, CRM, and other
corporate systems of record.
• The Initiative for Cryptocurrencies and Contracts (IC3) — a leading academic research
organization working with industry academics and business leaders to achieve mainstream
adoption of cryptocurrencies and smart contracts.
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A list of IC3 Partners, including Chainlink; (source).
Chainlink-Specific Companies
Outside of users and enterprise initiatives, several companies have sprouted up based solely around
providing services specifically for the Chainlink Network, such as:
Chainlink Market
Created by LinkPool, market.link is an open and permissionless marketplace where Chainlink node
operators can list their oracle services, data source connections, credentials, security reviews, and
on-chain performance in order for developers to review and use to construct their own oracle
network consisting of nodes they deem trustworthy.
Chainlink Oracle Reputation (COR)
Created by Secure Data Links, reputation.link is a data analytics dashboard that displays the
historical performance, uptime, revenue, and on-chain derived statistics of individual Chainlink node
operators, data provider APIs, and the Chainlink Network as a whole.
Node Operators
The Chainlink Network consists of a diverse range of node operators, including large
telecommunications service providers such as Deutsche Telekom subsidiary T-Systems MMS,
experienced blockchain infrastructure providers like Certus.One, stake.fish, Chorus.One, as well as
traditional data providers in Kaiko, Huobi, CryptoAPIs, and more.
Chainlink Grant Program
The Chainlink Community Grants Program provides financial support for development teams and
researchers who are building core infrastructure and tooling for the Chainlink Network. By
accelerating virtuous cycles of growth around placing more data on-chain and increasing the
security guarantees available to users, the grants program fuels the growth of the Chainlink
ecosystem as a whole. Grants are currently given out around four main categories: 1) integrating
Chainlink on a new blockchain, 2)improving Chainlink node and developer infrastructure, 3) funding
original, cutting edge oracle-related research, or 4) supporting community initiatives.
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Blockchain Integrations
Chainlink is already being integrated into the following blockchains, with the development team
receiving the grant to do so in parentheses.
• xDAI (Protofire)
• BSN (IRISnet)
• Tezos (SmartPy)
• NEAR (BlockSpaces / LinkUp)
• Solana (Cdot)
• Avalanche (Protofire).
Developer and Node Reputation Tools
Numerous key pieces of Chainlink node and network infrastructure and tooling are being developed
via the grant program.
• LinkPool: Improvements to the Chainlink Marketplace for finding and listing oracle node
operators.
• Secure Data Links: Development of a real-time oracle explorer and alerting tool for the
Chainlink Network.
• ENS: Creation of immutable on-chain domain names for Chainlink oracle contract addresses
and a layer 2 rollup for verifying DNSSEC proofs.
• Simply VC: Extension of a monitoring tool called PANIC, so it can be used by Chainlink
nodes.
• Fiews: Provisioning of an additional set of Ethereum nodes that serve as a backup for
Chainlink node operators.
• Anyblock Analytics: Construction of a Chainlink node operator dashboard to display key
metrics, creation of CSV export functions, and one-click management of earned LINK in Flux
Monitor contracts.
Researchers
Several world-class academics have received grants to produce original research that improves the
Chainlink Network.
• Giulia Fanti: Research on order fairness as part of Chainlink’s fair sequencing services, as
well as for scalability solutions.
• Xiao Wang: Research into zero-knowledge proofs cryptography and how it can be best
leveraged by oracle networks for sensitive datasets.
Community
There are also several grants to support the community and wider social causes.
• Gitcoin: Funding projects deemed important by the Ethereum community.
• Etherisc / ACRE Africa: Helping build reliable and affordable crop insurance policies that
help protect up to 250,000 smallholder farmers in Kenya.
• TheLinkMarine: Create an all-encompassing Chainlink news aggregator website.
By applying Grants to key areas of need, Chainlink is further accelerating its two positive feedback
loops designed to increase Chainlink Network security and making more off-chain resources
available on-chain. The culmination is developers being able to create more types of smart contracts
across more blockchains that can be relied on to secure increasingly more value.
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The Chainlink Grant Program is accelerating both the data and node security cycles, enriching
smart contract economies across all blockchains.
Team and Advisors
The Chainlink co-founders have been studying and building externally-connected smart contracts
and blockchain oracle technology since at least 2014 when their first company
SmartContract.com launched (before Ethereum went live). The team has extensive experience,
having worked directly with top enterprises and blockchain developers needing oracles for many
years, as well as producing several original research developments like Town Crier, Threshold
Signatures, Mixicles, and more. In fact, the Chainlink white paper was one of the first academic
research papers on decentralized oracles, essentially pioneering the industry.
Team
The 50+ person development team working on Chainlink features seasoned experts in blockchains,
oracles, cryptography, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and business development.
Co-Founder Sergey Nazarov
• Started building smart contracts pre-Ethereum in 2014
• Built the first widely used interface for DEXes
• Built the first blockchain-based email service
• Built the first centralized oracle service
• Last but not least, built the first decentralized oracle network.
Chief Scientist Ari Juels
• Professor of Computer Science at the Jacobs Institute at
Cornell Tech
• Former chief scientist of world-renowned cybersecurity
company RSA
• Formalized Proof of Work consensus in 1999 (powers Bitcoin
and Ethereum)
• Created Proof of Retrievability in 2014 (powers FileCoin and
Sia)
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•
•
•
•
•

Co-author of the Chainlink whitepaper in 2017 and only works
with Chainlink
Co-author of the Chainlink Mixicles whitepaper in 2019
Co-author of the CanDID whitepaper in 2020 in collaboration
with J.P. Morgan
Co-founder of The Initiative For CryptoCurrencies & Contracts
(IC3)
36,000 total scholarly citations

Head of Engineering Ben Chan
•
•
•

Previously CTO of Bitgo, where he built the industry-leading
crypto custody solution.
Architect of Wrapped BTC, the most widely used form of
tokenized Bitcoin on Ethereum
Now building scaling solutions for the Chainlink Network to
lower user costs.

CTO Steve Ellis
•
•

•

Worked previously as a software engineer and team lead at
Pivotal Labs
Built mission-critical systems responsible for securing
sensitive HIPAA compliant data and scalable payments
automation software.
Oversees countless engineers and integration specialists who
aid in the development and deployment of Chainlink oracle
networks

CMO Adelyn Zhou
•
•
•
•

Lead companies that have been acquired by Amazon
Expert in applied artificial intelligence
Best-selling Amazon author
Graduated from Harvard Business School.

Advisors
The Chainlink Network is also supported by a top tier list of accomplished academic and business
advisors.
Evan Cheng
• Former Senior Manager at Apple
• Director of Engineering Blockchain at Facebook
• Co-creator of the LLVM, which generates the low-level
machine code running every Apple device, as well as much of
Google, Nvidia, and Intel
Andrew Miller
• Decentralized consensus researcher
• Associate Professor at the University of Illinois
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•
•
•

Associate Director of the Initiative for Cryptocurrencies and
Contracts (IC3)
Board member of the Zcash Foundation and Ethereum
Enterprise Alliance
Advisor to both Zcash and Tezos

Tom Gonser
•
•

Founder of DocuSign, the market-leading e-signature provider
around the world and pioneer of the e-signature industry.
Joined as a business advisor to Chainlink in early 2019

Research Team
Chainlink is also supported by a full-time research team focused on developing the Chainlink
Network so it can service all current and future market demand (pictured below)
The Chainlink Research Team consists of numerous leading academics; (source).
These are just some of the many other highly experienced and knowledgeable engineers, business
leaders, and academics that make up the Chainlink Ecosystem. Chainlink is rapidly expanding too,
with numerous job openings for integration engineers and software developers, further evidence of
the growing demand for Chainlink.
Smart Contract Summit
In order to support its community and thriving ecosystem, Chainlink launched the Smart Contract
Summit (SmartCon) as an annual event designed to bring together DeFi developers, enterprises,
dApp builders, node operators, researchers, and more focused on smart contracts. Through keynote
speeches, panel discussions, live demos, developer workshops, and community networking,
participants explored and shared their cutting-edge research and current thinking about the future
of decentralized technology.
As the largest DeFi conference of 2020, SmartCon #0 featured 8,000+ attendees, including those
from 100+ countries and all 7 continents, as well as 130 speakers from leading blockchain protocols,
DeFi applications, and beyond. Some highlights during this conference include:
• Ari Juels joined Chainlink Labs as Chief Scientist to lead the
new Chainlink Labs Global Research Program.
• Chainlink Labs acquired DECO from Cornell University
enabling privacy-preserving blockchain oracles.
• A panel discussion with DeFi leaders including Sergey
Nazarov (Chainlink), Andre Cronje (Yearn.finance), Stani
Kulechov (Aave), and Kain Warwick (Synthetix).
• OpenLaw developed a Microsoft Office extension to enable
the usage of smart contracts within Microsoft Word
documents.
• Off-Chain Labs explored how the launch of Arbitrum layer 2
technology will enable highly scalable smart contracts with
orders of magnitude more transactional throughput.
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Smart Contract Summit #0 in 2020 was the largest DeFi conference of the year
***Continued Improvements
While not the scope of this article, it should be noted that blockchains, smart contracts, and oracles
are not yet complete components. Blockchains still need to strike the right balance between security
and throughput, as well as provide better ways to obtain transaction privacy. Smart contracts need
to mature their code base and expand their functionality through continued development and
auditing. Finally, certain oracle features like privacy are still under development, particularly being
pioneered by Chainlink.
Fortunately, many key developments are already underway, including layer-2 Rollups and base
layer sharding for blockchain scaling, zero-knowledge proofs for transaction privacy, blockchains

built specifically for high-throughput, formal verification of smart contract code, standardization
of developer tooling, and more. Specifically, when it comes to oracles, Chainlink is providing an allencompassing suite of generalized oracle solutions to satisfy any oracle need, including several
novel features for network scaling (OCR), data privacy (DECO), and crypto-economic incentives
(Staking).
Conclusion: Using Technology to Build a Better Tomorrow
Putting it all together, the Chainlink Network has many unparalleled qualities that make it primed to
become an industry standard as the most widely used oracle network relied on by a variety of
applications from all blockchains to get any off-chain resource. Some of the core qualities that allow
it to achieve such a feat include: a flexible architecture to support an infinite number of customized
oracle networks running in parallel without cross-dependencies, a multitude of security techniques
to ensure secure and reliable oracle networks across any use case, market-leading adoption within
numerous markets and blockchains, strong token economics to bootstrap the network until selfsustainability and ensure network security, and a world-renowned research and development team
building cutting edge oracle technology and in-demand oracle solutions.
These features allow the Chainlink Network to help blockchains and smart contracts take the next
major leap forward in reaching their true potential, particularly through connecting them directly with
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real-world data and legacy systems that currently power the world today. In many ways, Chainlink’s
effect on blockchains is very similar to computers being completely transformed upon the arrival of
the Internet. Chainlink is poised to be that single standard Internet-equivalent for connecting smart
contracts to the outside world and already has a large network effect taking root as many of the
largest blockchains, top smart-contract applications, and best data/API service providers are
choosing Chainlink as their oracle solution.
Having a universal connection layer will be critical to adding the final piece to the God Protocols,
allowing blockchain-based smart contracts to exchange value using any input and output needed,
along with security techniques to ensure that those inputs and outputs operate without bias,
inaccuracies, or privacy concerns. While there is much work to do, it’s fairly clear that blockchains
(the body), smart contracts (the brain), and oracles (the senses) will form the foundation of a
trustless third-party computing network that powers the world’s next-generation of digital
agreements.
The only component left then is the soul. Like any technology, the God Protocols are what we as
human beings make them to be. Tools are simply that, tools, and it’s up to us to use these tools to
make the world a more fair, equitable, and transparent place for conducting business and honoring
contracts. It is the people who create the applications and send the commands to the God Protocols;
thus, our ethics, commitment, and higher purpose must guide us in our efforts to apply blockchainbased smart contract and decentralized oracles to achieve the maximum social effect: users receive
the outputs they deserve based on the true amount of input they put forward.
“The end of science is not to prove a theory, but to improve mankind.” — — Manly P. Hall
List of Additional Resources
If you want to learn more, we encourage readers to explore the following introductory articles
on blockchains, smart contracts, data & APIs, the oracle problem, Chainlink node operators, and 77
Smart Contract Uses Cases Enabled by Chainlink.
If you already understand the basics, then go deeper with some of our past articles such as:
• Chainlink’s Network Effect Creates More Secure and Lower
Cost Oracles for Everyone
• Chainlink:
Low-Level Infrastructure for Inter-Oracle
Competition
• Chainlink: Beyond Price Feeds and Data Delivery
• How Chainlink Generates Definitive Truth About the Off-Chain
World: Opening Up Multi-Trillion Dollar Markets For Smart
Contracts
• Connect To All Blockchain Environments Through A Single
Chainlink Integration
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